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Abstract: Hybrid Propulsion is an attractive alternative to conventional liquid and solid
rocket motors. This is an active area of research and technological developments. Potential
wide application of Hybrid Engines opens the possibility for safer and more flexible space
vehicle launching and manoeuvring. The present paper discusses fundamental combustion
issues related to further development of Hybrid Rockets. The emphasis is made on the two
aspects: (1) properties of potential polymeric fuels, and their modification, and
(2) implementation of comprehensive CFD models for combustion in Hybrid Engines.
Fundamentals of polymeric fuel combustion are discussed. Further, steps necessary to
accurately describe their burning behaviour by means of CFD models are investigated.
Final part of the paper presents results of preliminary CFD simulations of fuel burning
process in Hybrid Engine using a simplified set-up.
Keywords: hybrid propulsion; polymeric fuels; combustion; computational fluid dynamics
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Nomenclature

A
AO

flux Jacobian matrix, = ∂ E / ∂Q
mass fraction of element O in the air (0 ≤ AO ≤ 1)

bi0
c p , c p (T )

mole number for i -th element per unit mass of mixture gas [kgmol/kg]

c pj (T )

specific heat at constant pressure [J/(kg K)]
specific heat at constant pressure for j -th chemical species [J/(kg K)]

cv (T )
CD
cf

specific heat at constant volume [J/(kg K)]
drag coefficient
friction coefficients

Cμ

k-ε model constant

d

diameter [m]
diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
subgrid scale (SGS) viscous diffusion

D
Dj
e
ein

E
E
E i +1/ 2
±

E
G
h
hC
h j (T )

total energy per unit volume [J/m3]
internal energy [J/kg]
total energy per unit mass [J/kg]
inviscid flux vector
numerical flux vector at the cell interface
obtained flux by flux vector splitting methods
kernel of filter
enthalpy per unit mass [J/kg]
convective heat transfer coefficient [W/ m2 K]
internal enthalpy per unit mass j -th chemical species [J/kg]

H
I
Jj

total enthalpy per unit mass [J/kg]
total radiation intensity [W/ m2/sr]
subgrid scale (SGS) turbulent diffusion

k

L fg

parameter deciding the spatial accuracy of MUSCL;
turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2]
latent heat of liquid evaporation [kJ/kg]

mi
mj

mass of i -th element [kg]
mass of j -th molecule [kg]

m
mp

mass flux [kg/(m2 s)]
pyrolysis rate [kg/(m2 s)]

Nu
n
n
nj

Nusselt number
mole number for mixture gas per unit mass of mixture gas [kgmol/kg]
inner normal to fuel surface
mole number for j -th species per unit mass of mixture gas [kgmol/kg]

nx , n y , nz

Cartesian components of a normal vector from the left to the right at cell interface

nj

component of normal vector to ∂Ω
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p, P
~
p
Pr
qj

(q )

C

j

qi
q R′′
qp

pressure [Pa]
corrected pressure term [Pa]
Pandtl number
heat flux [J/(m2 s)]

computed heat flux [J/(m2 s)]
primitive variables
radiative flux [W/m2]
droplet heating rate [W]
= qi +1 − qi

Δqi
Qj

subgrid scale (SGS) temperature flux

Q

conservation vector

R
Rj

gas constant for mixture gas [J/(kg K)]
gas constant for j -th chemical species [J/(kg K)]

Re
r
ri
Rf

Reynolds number
stoichiometric requirement
= ∆qi−1/qi stoichiometric requirement for species i with respect to fuel
fuel surface

Sc
SR
St , St 0

Schmidt number
radiation source term [W/m3]
Stanton numbers
rate-of-strain tensor

S ij
Si
T
Tf

slope limiter function by Van Leer
temperature [K]
solid fuel temperature [K]

T0
ui

reference temperature
Cartesian velocity components corresponding to (u , v, w) [m/s]

x

Y
Δx,Δy ,Δz

cartesian coordinate [m]
mass fraction
cut-off scale in each direction of the Cartesian coordinate

Δh 0f

enthalpy of formation [J/kg]

ΔH sg

Heat of pyrolysis [kJ/kg]

ε

internal energy [J/kg]
energy dissipation rate [m2/s3]
primitive variables
flux limiter
ratio of specific heats
thermal conductivity (gas) [J/(m s K)]
solid thermal conductivity (gas) [J/(m s K)]
coefficient of molecular viscosity [kg/(m s)]

φ
φ (ri )
γ

κ
κs
μ
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μi
ρ

molecular weight [kg/mol]
density [kg/m3]
set of real numbers
number density for i -th element [m−3]

ℜ

νi
χ
σ ij

(σ )

C

ij

scalar dissipation rate [s−1]
shear-stress tensor
computed shear-stress tensor

τ ij

subgrid scale (SGS) scale stress

Ω
∂Ω

a control volume
a surface of the control volume
species production rate [kg/m3/s]
mixture fraction of fuel
mixture fraction of fuel at the stoichiometric condition

ωi
ξ
ξ st

Constant values
NA
g

R0
σ

Avogadro constant = 6.02214179 [mol−1]
gravity acceleration =9.81 [m2/s]
the universal gas constant = 8314.51 [J/(kgmol K)]
Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.670.10−8 [W/m2/K4]

Superscripts

F
g
l
n
O
pr
s
SGS

fuel
gas
liquid
the time step
oxygen
product
surface
sub-grid scale
vector
filtered value

( )F
( )C
∞
∩

(⋅)

Favre averaged value
value computed by the Favre averaged values
Free stream
point of curves intersection
norm
dot product

Subscripts

i, j
i
j

direction in the Cartesian coordinate system (i, j = 1, 2, 3)
elements C, H, O and N
chemical species CxHy, O2, CO2, H2O and N2
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1. Introduction

A revived interest in hybrid propulsion systems has become apparent in recent years [1]. It is well
known that traditional liquid and solid rocket motors suffer from certain drawbacks. For example,
liquid systems, while providing high performance, require quite complex and costly plumbing. Solid
systems, on the other hand, are inherently unsafe due to uniform mixing of fuel and oxidizer. Besides,
there are difficulties with thrust control and termination in such engines.
Hybrid systems aim to provide alternative to both abovementioned technologies by executing
combustion in diffusion mode, and therefore with initial separation of fuel and oxidizer. In a classical
design, solid fuel and liquid oxidizer are used. Such arrangement provides operationally flexible, safe
and reasonably priced solution. A variety of solid fuels, such as hydrocarbons and metals, and a wide
range of liquid oxidizers can be used.
Up to now, various modifications of the basic idea have been proposed, such as reverse hybrid,
tribrid, solid-fuel ramjet, and the ducted rocket. Reverse hybrids use solid oxidizer and liquid fuel. The
solid oxidizer has to be mixed with either an inert filler or a small percentage of fuel. The tribrid
systems use bipropellant combustion with a third component being metalized fuel. The solid-fuel
ramjet utilizes a solid fuel and rams air as an oxidizer. Finally, the ducted rocket uses fuel rich
solid propellant to generate a flame, which mixes downstream with the ram air to achieve
optimum performance.
Experience with Hybrid Rockets dates back to 1930s, with the first attempt reported in Russia. The
earliest demonstrations of flight worthy hybrid rockets are due to Pacific Rocket Society from mid1940s to early 1950s. During the 1960s, hybrid sounding rocket tests were conducted in France
and Sweden. Since then, significant progress has been observed [2]. Latest significant developments
were the Hyperion Sounding Rocket (1996–97) and Lockheed Martin Corporation (2002) programs.
The classical hybrid rocket propulsion posses a number of very attractive features. Its advantages
over solid and liquid propulsion technologies can be summarised as follows:
(1) Safety. This is a major attraction. The solid fuel is inert, therefore it can be manufactured,
transported and handled safely. In addition, because an intimate mixture of oxidizer and fuel is
not possible, it is non-explosive.
(2) Operating issues. Engine throttling and shutdown are significantly simplified by this
technology. Throttling is achieved by liquid flow rate modulation, which is considerably
simpler in this case compared to a liquid rocket engine where two liquid streams have to be
synchronised. Termination is accomplished by cutting of the liquid flow rate. This opens
possibility of quick and robust abort procedure.
(3) Choice of fuel. A wide range of easily available solid fuels can be used, giving wider design
flexibility compared to liquid or solid motors. Combustion performance of solid fuel is also
more reliable since in a hybrid mode it is not sensitive to fuel-grain cracks.
(4) Cost. Operational costs are obviously of great importance. In this regard hybrid systems benefit
from simplified manufacturing procedures, due to their inherent safety. Consequently,
fabrication (and therefore operation) costs are reduced.
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As for the disadvantages, the major of them are:
(1) Low regression rate. This is a major obstacle for a wide use of Hybrid Rocket Engines.
Essentially non-energetic nature of fuels gives rise to requirement of very high regression
rates, in order to achieve required thrust. In practice it leads to necessity to use multiple
ports, and other modifications that complicates design.
Related consequence is a low fuel bulk density (i.e., volumetric fuel loading).
(2) Combustion efficiency is lower compared to liquid or solid engines, due to non-premixed
nature of combustion.
(3) Finally, ignition transient and thrust response to throttling is slower than in solid or
liquid motors.
Despite the above shortcomings, hybrid propulsion technology enjoys quite versatile application
potential. They include, but are not limited to, for example, sounding rockets, auxiliary power units,
tactical rockets, space engines, thrust augmentation, and large launch boosters.
In particular, research on Hybrid Propulsion Engines is concentrated within several research
clusters around the World. For example, research in Europe has been supported by the European
Commission via ORPHEE project (http://www.orphee-fp7-space.eu/index.html) under FP7 Research
Program. More specific applied details may be obtained directly from the participants of that project.
As indicated, enhancement of regression rates is a primary obstacle for wide spread of technology.
Consequently, significant research efforts are currently concentrated in this area.
Further progress requires, first of all, advanced understanding of combustion properties of various
polymeric fuels, and potential ways of their modification. Secondly, regression rates and overall
Hybrid Engine performance are determined by the global dynamics of combustion process in the
engine. This process also has to be understood quite well. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
modelling becomes increasingly important tool for such understanding. The challenge of predicting
combustion process in Hybrid Engine (Figure 1) from the first principles is quite challenging.
Figure 1. Schematic of the combustion process in a Hybrid Rocket Engine.
Solid fuel
Gas and/or
liquid
oxygen

Vaporized fuel
THRUST
Vaporized fuel
Solid fuel

According to the above considerations, the purpose of this paper is to discuss properties of
polymeric fuels, relevant to their implementation in hybrid propulsion, and also indicate the ways
towards development of comprehensive CFD models for Hybrid Rocket Engines. The paper is
arranged in the following manner: fundamentals of polymer combustion are discussed in Section 2.
Here, among other issues, potential ways to chemical modification of existing fuels are discussed. This
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is followed by Section 3, where a roadmap towards comprehensive CFD modelling of combustion
process in hybrid systems is presented. This section mostly focuses on implementation of relevant
combustion models for solid fuel degradation and turbulent diffusion flames. Several other necessary
models are also discussed here. Section 4 contains results of preliminary CFD modelling, developed
along the lines presented in Section 3.
2. Fundamentals of Polymer Combustion

2.1. Flammability Characteristics of Polymeric Materials

When subjected for a sufficient length of time to an external heat source, organic polymeric
materials undergo thermal degradation, generating various products in varying concentrations over
different temperature ranges. The nature and amount of the volatile combustible products depend on
the chemical structures of the polymers undergoing degradation. If the gaseous mixture resulting from
the mixing of degradation volatiles with air is within the flammability limits, and the temperature is
above the ignition temperature, then combustion begins (Figure 2). The combustion of a polymeric
material is a highly complex process involving a series of interrelated and/or independent stages
occurring in the condensed phase and the gaseous phase, and at the interfaces between the
two phases [3].
Figure 2. Combustion cycle of a polymeric material.

The chemical steps leading to the formation of volatiles may be homolytic or heterolytic, i.e., be
radical or ionic [4]. The three overall processes implicated in the thermal degradation of most
thermoplastic polymers are as follows:
1. Random chain cleavage followed by chain unzipping is characterized by high monomer yields
and a slow decrease in the molecular weight of the polymer, e.g., poly(methyl methacrylate),
poly(α-methylstyrene), polystyrene,polytetrafluoroethylene.
2. Random chain cleavage followed by further chain scission is characterized by very low
monomer yields amongst the degradation products and a rapid drop in molecular weight,
e.g., polyethylene, polypropylene, poly(methylacrylate), polychlorotrifluoroethylene.
3. An intra-chain chemical reaction followed by cross-linking reaction and formation of a
carbonaceous residue, or random chain cleavage. This generates a relatively high yield of
volatiles from the intra-chain reaction, but produces little monomer, and produces, no, or only
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a very slight, reduction in molecular weight during the initial stages of degradation,
e.g., poly(vinyl chloride), poly(vinyl alcohol), polyacrylonitrile.
In some cases, several of these processes occur simultaneously, depending on the sample size,
heating rate, pyrolysis temperature, environment, and presence of any additives. Although polymer
degradation schemes can be greatly altered by the presence of comonomers, side-chain substituents,
and other chemical constituent factors, the ultimate thermal stability is determined by the relative
strengths of the main-chain bonds. Many additives and comonomers employed as flame retardants are
thermally liable; as a result the thermal stability of the polymer system is reduced. In order to reduce
the observed effects of the flame retardant additives on the thermal stability of the polymeric materials,
more thermally stable and hence inherently fire-resistant polymers are of increasing interest.
Thermosets, on the other hand, owing to the highly cross-linked three dimensional structural
attribute, have much lesser propensity to thermally degrade (especially at lower temperatures) to yield
flammable volatiles. The rupture of bonds does not initially generate combustible gases, and
carbonisation is usually promoted. Ladder polymers, in which the main chains are bonded together at
each repeat unit by a cross-link, serve the same purpose. Polymers with relatively strong main chain
bonds and/or with aromatic and heterocylic structural units, are also inherently thermally stable [5].
There are several classes of polymers, such as polyphenylenes, poly(p-phenylene oxide)s,
polybenzimidazoles, polybenzamides, that have relatively high thermal decomposition temperatures
coupled to low levels of fuel production on degradation.
The ability to form char is related to the flammability of a polymer. The higher the amount of
residual chars after combustion, the lower the amount of combustible material available to perpetuate
the flame and greater is the degree of flame retardance of the material [6]. Therefore, one of the ways
to achieve high degrees of flame retardancy or non-combustibility of polymeric materials is to increase
the amount of char produced on combustion. This is illustrated by the fact that aromatic polymers, e.g.,
polycarbonate and poly(phenylene oxide), have lower flammabilities than purely aromatic polymers.
The greater thermal stability of cross-linked and aromatic structures in thermosets gives rise to greater
degree of condensation into aromatic chars, and therefore only relatively low levels of flammable
gases are available to feed the flame.
As a consequence of the complex nature and pure reproducibility of fire, there are many techniques
for estimating the flammability characteristics of polymeric materials. The most widely used
laboratory test is the Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) measurement, which is a very convenient, precise
and reproducible technique [7]. The LOI is a measure of the volume percentage of oxygen in a mixture
of oxygen and nitrogen gas stream that just supports candle-like combustion of a polymer mixture.
This value therefore enables the combustibility of a polymer to be expressed and compared with that of
other material (Table 1). However, the relatively high concentrations of oxygen used in making
measurements of LOI are unrepresentative of a real fire, and generally there is a lack of correlation
between most of the small-scale test and full-scale tests.
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Table 1. Limiting oxygen indices of some polymers.
Polymer
Polypropylene
Poly(butylene terephthalate)
Poly(ethylene terephthalate)
Nylon-6,6
Nylon-6
Cotton
Polyester fabric
Wool
Polyacrylonitrile
Polyaramid

LOI
18
20
21
24
21
16
21
24
18
38

Medium-scale experiments, based on oxygen consumption calorimetry, such as the cone
calorimetric measurements, are generally considered to generate parameters that are more relevant to
real fire scenarios involving polymeric materials [8]. The measured parameters include time to
ignition, heat release rate, total heat released, mass loss rate, effective heat of combustion, smoke
specific extinction area, smoke production rate and total smoke production (Table 2). The central
objective in carrying out the oxygen consumption calorimetric techniques is to obtain parameters that
represent the true nature of the fire hazards possessed by the materials under investigation such as the
heat release rates (as well as the total heat released) and production of smoke and CO [9]. The
measurements should be carried on sufficiently thick samples to avoid thermally thin behaviour, by
and using sample holder with minimum heat losses so as to minimize the effects of the apparatus
employed on the values of the parameters obtained. This will ensure that the values collected through
such measurements are in turn more global in nature [10].
Table 2. Some representative peak heat release rates obtained by cone calorimetry.
Polymer
Polypropylene
Poly(butylene terephthalate)
Isophthalic polyester
Nylon-6,6
Nylon-6
Wool
Acrylic fibres
a

Peak Heat Release Rate a (kW m−2)
1095
1313
985
1313
863
307
346

Measured under an irradiance of 40 kW m−2.

Similar parameters, as obtained through a cone calorimeter, can be collected from much lesser
quantities of materials (ca. 5 mg or so), with a Pyrolysis Combustion Flow Calorimeter (PCFC) which
is based on the principle of oxygen depletion calorimetry [11]. Here the influences of sample size,
thickness and morphological features are essentially eliminated. Accurately weighed solid samples
(ca. 5 mg) are first heated to about 900 °C at constant heating rate of 1 Ks−1, in a stream of nitrogen
flowing at a rate of 80 cm3 min−1. The thermal degradation products, thus obtained, were then mixed
with a 20 cm3 min−1 stream of oxygen prior to entering a combustion chamber maintained at 900 °C.
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Each sample is run in triplicate and the data obtained are averaged over the three measurements [12].
The instrument also generates plots of the Heat Release Rates (HRR) against the temperature and gives
values for the maximum amount of heat released per unit mass per degree of temperature (i.e., heat
release capacity measured in Jg−1 K−1), the latter being a reliable indicator regarding flammability of a
material (Table 3).
Table 3. Heat release capacity, total heat released, and char yield of selected polymers [11].
Polymer Char
Polypropylene
Polyethylene (LDPE)
Polystyrene
Poly(butyleneterephthalate)
Poly(ethyleneterephthalate)
Polymethylmethacrylate
Polyoxomethylene
Polyvinylchloride

Heat Release Capacity
(J g−1 K−1)
1571
1676
927
474
332
376–514
169
138

Total Heat Released
(kJ g−1)
41.1
41.6
38.8
20.3
15.3
23.2
10
11.3

Residue
(wt.%)
0
0
0
1.5
5.1
0
0
15.3

Net heats of combustion of polymeric materials are a good indicator of their combustibility
(assuming complete combustion), and therefore a good indicator of the total heat released. Heats of
combustion are usually measured using an oxygen bomb calorimetric technique, where the sample is
burned in an atmosphere of excess and hyperbaric oxygen. A similar parameter can be also deduced
from PCFC runs (Table 4).
Table 4. Net heats of combustion of selected polymers by PCFC and oxygen bomb
calorimetry [11].
Polymer
Polyethylene
Polystyrene
Polycarbonate
Poly(butyleneterephthalate)
Poly(ethyleneterephthalate)
Polymethylmethacrylate
Polyoxomethylene

Net Heat of Combustion (kJ g−1)
PCFC
Oxygen Bomb
44.1
43.3
40.1
39.8
29.1
29.8
26.3
26.7
23.2
21.8
25.0
25.4
15.0
15.9

2.2. Combustion of Some Representative Polymeric Solid Fuels

2.2.1. Polyolefins
Polyolefins are among the most important polymers in terms of production volume. By
copolymerization of ethylene and propylene with higher n-olefins, cyclic olefins, or polar monomers,
product properties can be varied considerably, thus extending the range of possible applications.
Polyethylenes (PE) are manufactured in the largest tonnage of all thermoplastic materials. Several
well-establishes families of polyethylenes are now available on the market, each having a different
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molecular architecture and different behaviour, performance and applications, e.g., low-density
polyethylene (LDPE), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE),
very low-density polyethylene (VLDPE), and high and ultra-high molecular weight polyethylenes. The
main structural features of that determine the properties of PE are the degrees of short- and long-chain
branching, the average molecular weight and polydispersity.
Generally, polyolefins are highly flammable. The principal mechanism of thermal degradation
being homolytic chain scission, followed by inter- and intra-molecular chain transfer, resulting in the
formation of volatile fragments. The long-chain fragments and the soot-like products formed by
cyclization dehydrogenation, contribute to smoke development. Carbon dioxide and water are also
formed during combustion. Polyolefins burn readily in air (LOI = 18) with melting and dripping, and
produce little or no residual char.
2.2.2. Acrylics
Acrylic polymers are obtained from derivatives of acrylic and methacrylic acids; the group includes
also their copolymers with various vinylic and allylic monomers. The largest applications of acrylic
polymers in terms of tonnages used are in moulded and fabricated plastic articles of many kinds made
from poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). On heating PMMA undergoes extensive chain unzipping or
depolymerisation to produce quantitative yield (>90%) of monomers and is, as a consequence, highly
flammable (LOI = 18). The oxygen of the ester group assists complete combustion of the pyrolysis
products and is the reason for the low smoke production of the burning polymer. The material melts
and volatilises so that no residue remains.
2.2.3. Elastomers
The common form of polyisoprene is cis-1,4-polyisoprene, which occur in the latex of many plants
and trees as natural rubber. The trans isomer can be isolated from some plants as gutta percha or
balata. Both these forms, and their derivatives, may also be synthesised by the use of stereospecific
catalysts. Generally, natural rubber and other related polydienes such as poly-1,3-butadienes burns
readily in air (LOI = 17).
2.3. Enhancement in Degradation and Regression Rates in Hybrid Fuels—Some Suggestions for
Future Work

The overriding principle here is to obtain, as fully as possible, the structure property relationships of
some novel materials to be tested as components of hybrid fuel systems for rocket propulsion that have
enhanced degradation/regression rates as compared to the un-modified counterparts. Synthetic
strategies for making these materials could include copolymerization reactions, grafting reactions and
other post-chemical modifications on preformed precursor polymers [13–18] (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Synthetic strategies.
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The characterization techniques employed, on recovered and purified materials, could include:
(a) Spectroscopic (NMR and FT-IR) and elemental analyses—high field (500 MHz) solution state
1
H- and 13C-NMR for deciphering the microstructures of the polymers (this includes tacticity,
composition, monomer sequencing, minor structures including structural defects, etc.).
Limited, but complementary, information regarding the structural features of the polymer could
also be obtained from the FT-IR spectra and heteroatom elemental analyses.
(b) Chromatographic and related techniques—these are primarily aimed at obtaining the molecular
weights and their distributions. For polyolefin based-polymers, optionally melt-flow index
measurements could be carried out.
(c) Thermo-gravimetric analyses (TGA)—TGA runs need to be carried out on ca. 10–15 mg of the
resin in nitrogen, air and in oxygen atmospheres, say, at 10 °C min−1, and from 30 to 1000 °C.
The idea behind these runs is to get the general thermal- and thermo-oxidative degradation
profiles of the material (i.e., under different oxidative atmospheres). This could be followed by
repeating the runs, in a chosen atmosphere(s), with a view to estimating the Arrhenius
parameters, if necessary.
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(d) Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)—here, milligrams of samples are heated in sealed
aluminium pans, under a nitrogen atmosphere and usually at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1, up
to a point where substantial thermal degradation starts. This is a very useful technique that
often yields information regarding melting behaviours, glass transition temperatures, etc. that
the material might undergo under the heating conditions imposed.
(e) Parallel Plate Rheometry—here again the sample, ideally in the shape of thin films, is heated
whilst sandwiched between two heated parallel plates, at the same time a sinusoidal mechanical
stress is applied. Generally, this constitute a good method for determining the moduli of
elasticity (store and loss), the glass transition temperatures, and more importantly the melt flow
behaviour of the resin
(f) Combustion Bomb Calorimeter—this instrumentation is used to determine the heats of
combustion (ΔHcomb) of the resin. This parameter is a good indicator of the maximum heat out
put on complete oxidation of the polymeric material in question.
(g) Pyrolysis Combustion Flow Calorimetry (PCFC)—this piece of instrumentation, often dubbed
as the micro cone calorimeter, produces plots of Heat Release Rates against time, as well as
generates parameters like the heat release capacity on milligrams of a material (i.e., the
maximum amount of heat released per unit mass per degree of temperature (Jg−1K−1, is a
material property that appears to be a good predictor of flammability).
(h) Hyphenated techniques—attempts to identify the volatiles formed from thermal degradation of
the materials could be made by hyphenating the TGA to an FT-IR or to a GC/MS. Such
hyphenated technique is also available in a larger scale that, primarily, involves two
consecutive tube furnaces in connected in series. Optionally, some of the gaseous-products
formed upon degradation, in ambient atmosphere, collected through by using proprietary
containers, will be subjected to GC/MS.
The main areas of interest here are: (a) try to find the influence of the molecular weights (i.e., the
chain lengths, or the degree of polymerization), structural defects and other microstructure on the
thermal/thermo-oxidation behaviours; (b) gauge the “ease” of thermal/thermo-oxidative degradation,
and thus hopefully leading to correlations with the regression rates; (c) estimate the influences of
combustion energetics (such as the heats of combustion, the heat release and its rate, residue left), the
effects of the heteroatom bearing groups/transition metal (Si and B, or V), the morphology, melt-drip
behaviours, etc. on the overall performance of the material as a rocket fuel d) carryout further chemical
modifications, in the wake of the results obtained through c, with a view to improving the overall
performance of the polymeric substrates as components of hybrid rocket engine systems.
3. CFD Modelling Framework for Hybrid Propulsion

This section presents general approaches to implementation of comprehensive hybrid rocket
combustion model.
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3.1. Fuel Regression

Overall steps of polymeric fuel pyrolysis and combustion can be described as follows:

•
•
•
•

Thermal decomposition
Thermo-oxidative decomposition
Decomposition of monomer MMA
Combustion of pyrolysis products

In a semi-empirical way, regression is predicted by classical correlations, which are mainly due to
Marxman and Gilbert [19] and Marxman et al. [20]. Their basic correlation for the regression rate m
is presented in the form:

[ h fl − hw )/ ΔH sgtot ]
ρ f m = CG Re −x 0.2 (St / St 0 )(u e / u fl ))(

(1)

where C is a function of mainstream Mach number, Re x is local Reynolds number and G is local
mass flux due to oxidizer injection and upstream fuel addition. St and St 0 are Stanton numbers for
turbulent boundary layer flow in the presence and in the absence of blowing, respectively. Further, u e
is the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer, u fl is the velocity at the flame location, hB is
stagnation enthalpy at the flame temperature, hw is gas enthalpy at the wall, and ΔH sgtot is the total heat
of gasification. The latter is the total energy required to heat a unit mass of solid fuel up from its initial
temperature and vaporise it.
Further corrections to this correlation include effects of radiation, variable fluid properties,
chemical kinetics, ablation and other factors. Comprehensive details of various correlations are given
in detail by Chiaverini [21] and Lengelle [22].
The purpose of the present paper is, in contrast, to discuss modelling approaches that will allow
prediction of fuel regression behaviour and combustion process from the first principles. Such a
modelling framework is discussed in the sections below.
3.2. Polymer Decomposition Modelling

Qualitatively, decomposition of common polymers has been relatively well understood. For
example, in the thermal decomposition of PMMA there are eight more important elementary
mechanisms, arising from the two principal mechanisms: thermal C − C bonds scission, and random
C − C scission [23]. Further, up to 15 elementary steps can be identified in thermal oxidative
decomposition of PMMA, and up to 25 elementary reactions in monomer (MMA) decomposition [23].
However, despite detailed qualitative understanding of the elementary reactions involved, their
specific kinetic parameters are rarely known. Consequently, development of very detailed, multi-step
kinetic model of PMMA decomposition seems problematic at the present stage.
Thermal unzipping of PMMA occurs at ~200 °C, so that polymer is decomposed into monomer.
This is accompanied by formation of viscous layer of melt polymer at the surface. Formed monomer
bubbles through this viscous layer and escapes into the gas phase. Thickness of viscous layer may be
negligible under high heat fluxes, but will grow as heat flux to the surface decreases. Therefore,
generally, modelling is expected to be more challenging under low heat flux conditions.
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It is seen from this qualitative description that the process of thermal decomposition is fairly
complicated and its modelling is far from being straightforward.
One can envisage “macro-” and “micro-” approaches to modelling. In a macro-approach, combined
effect of all surface processes (physical and chemical) will be effectively correlated with few key
parameters describing decomposition. Under such approach, thermal decomposition can, in principal, be
described via specifying melt temperature and considering evaporation process using Clausius–Clapeyron
relation. However, some deviations from Clausius–Clapeyron relation during decomposition of
PMMA are reported in a literature. Therefore, the simpler and better way will be to assume
decomposition rate to obey Arrhenius kinetics, and fit the kinetic parameters from pyrolysis tests.
This leads to kinetic equation of the form:
m p = A p exp(− E p / RTs )

(2)

for the mass decomposition rate.
A significant amount of work has been devoted to fitting the constants from experimental data for a
number of polymer materials. Many of these studies have been driven by fire modelling applications.
Representative values (for example, due to Ananth et al. [24] for PMMA) are as follows:
Table 5. Estimated kinetic properties of PMMA.

Ap
Ep

pyrolysis pre-exponential factor, kg/(m2 s)

~8 × 1017

pyrolysis activation energy, J/mol

~2.8 × 105

Similar estimation attempts have been carried out by Stoliarov et al. [25], Arisawa and Brill [26],
Bedir and T’ien [27].
Typical procedure for measurement of kinetic parameters involves relevant equipment, for example,
Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA851e thermogravimetric analyzer. Stoliarov et al. [25] used heating rates of
0.05 K s−1, 0.17 K s−1, and 0.5 K s−1 to bring polymer sample from 373 K to 1003 K. Experiments
were conducted in a nitrogen atmosphere.
If decomposition is assumed to be a first order reaction, and reaction rate constants k D are
calculated by numerical differentiation of mass loss data, then the rate constants may be plotted
against temperature. Assuming:
k D = A exp( − E p / RTs )

(3)

fit of kinetic constants can be made to produce the following results (Table 6) for selected polymers
(Stoliarov et al. [25]). Here hD and hC are the heats of decomposition reactions and the heats of
combustion of volatile decomposition products, respectively.
Unfortunately, the data available in literature show significant scatter. This could be attributed to
the inhomogeneities arising due the multi-phases and multi-components involved in the degradation
profiles of polymeric substances during thermo-gravimetric runs. Furthermore the profiles, themselves,
could be influenced by the morphology of the sample as well by the heating rates employed.
Therefore, evaluation of Arrhenius parameters from thermo-gravimetric data, especially, under
isothermal conditions has been met with severe criticism. Arisawa and Brill [26] find the value of
2.76 × 105 J/mol for the activation energy.
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Table 6. Kinetic and thermal properties of selected polymers.
Polymer

A
(s−1)
8.5 × 1012
1.2 × 1016
4.8 × 1022

PMMA
HIPS
HDPE

E
(J mol−1)
1.88 × 105
2.47 × 105
3.49 × 105

hD
(J kg−1)
8.7 × 105
1.0 × 106
9.2 × 105

hC
(J kg−1)
2.41 × 107
3.81 × 107
4.35 × 107

Significantly lower values are reported by Vovelle et al. [28], and by Krishnamurthy and
Williams [29]. Kashiwagi and and Brown [30] showed that the activation energy is generally much
larger (2.35 × 105 J/mol) in the absence of oxygen at the PMMA surface than that (6.3 × 104 J/mol) for
oxidative degradation.
Since there is significant scattering in kinetic data for a global reaction, it is very desirable to
conduct independent series of tests to confirm values of pre-exponential factor and activation energy.
Further, it seems likely that for more accurate models, these parameters should be treated as
temperature-dependent. Data for other polymers is less readily available. The most studied of them are
hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) polymers group. Table 7 reproduces Arrhenius data from
Arisawa and Brill [26].
Table 7. Arrhenius Data for Polybutadiene Polymers at Heating Rates ≤ 100 °C/min.
Ea (kcal/mol)
31 ± 3 a
15 a

ln A (s−1)
–
–

18.8 b
27.6 ± 1.6 b
39
37.6 c

2.5
16.2
–
25.6

40.7 ± 3

–

42.1 a
42.8
46 ± 0.6 b
51.9 a
60.0 ± 3.5 a

–
–
22.8

60.1 b
62
62 ± 4 d
24.5–38.5 e
28 e
21.5–31.1 b
a

T (°C)
cis-trans Isomerization 200–300
Cross-linking and Cyclization
200–300
328–420
350–400
250
Chain Scission
450–532
N/A

Ref.
[3] a
[9]

[10]

–

362–434
–
436–470
350–425
N/A

[10]
[16]
[4]
[10]
[10]

17.1
–
–
12.2-20.8
12.8
8.9–13.8

367–407
380–395
410–500 Unspecified Processes
350–550
400–500
N/A

[13]
[14]
[6]
[7]
[18]
[19]

[4]
[13] b
[11]
[15]

1,4-polybutadiene; b HTPB; c cis-1,4-polybutadiene; dT/dt ≈ 5000 °C/s;
acrylic acid (PBAN); e Carbonyl-terminated polybutadiene (CTPB).

d

Comments
IR, vacuum
IR, vacuum, first order,
vinyl groups
TGA
TGA
Hardening data
pyrolysis-GC, BD
formation, first order
estimate of 4-vinyl-1
cyclohexene formation
DSC
Estimate
TGA
TGA
Estimate of BD
formation
TGA
weight change
TGA
TGA
TGA, order = 0.6–1
TGA
Polybutadiene-acrylonitrile-
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Micro-approach ultimately aims at describing the process from molecular dynamical point of view.
Examples of approaching this level of description can be found in the work by Kumar and
Stickler [31]. They consider the energy and polymer backbone bond conservation equations. The
approach provides more detailed treatment, considering details of polymer fragmentation and
pressure sensitivity.
The model in this approach is developed as follows. It is assumed that for a given initial solid
temperature the two parameters that control the regression rate are the polymer fragment size
characteristic of the degradation [Fragment Size Vaporizing (FSV)], and the polymer surface
temperature. The fractional number of backbone bonds changes from unity in the cold material to
some non-zero value at the surface. Polymer pieces that leave the surface and enter the gas phase have
different fragment sizes. Mean fragment size specifies the number of backbone bonds still left and thus
serves as the required boundary condition for the fractional bond number. One way of implementing
this boundary condition is the requirement that vapor pressure of FSV at the surface temperature is
equal to the chamber pressure. A noninteger value of FSV is interpreted as a weighted mean value of
all fragment sizes that are actually coming off the surface. The vapor-pressure boundary condition
assumes quasiequilibrium between the surface phase and the vapor phase, and also that only the
products of depolymerization contribute to pressure at the interface. Following Madorsky [32], global
depolymerisation reaction is reproduced by first order Arrhenius kinetics. Consequently, the governing
equations are written for the energy conservation and bond conservation. The latter contains source
term with Arrhenius dependence. Obtained numerical solutions demonstrated good agreement with
experimental data for inert atmospheres.
In general, micro-approach is still rather under-developed, and taking into account overall
uncertainties and modelling limitations in Hybrid Rocket combustions, it is doubtful that such
approach can be really helpful in the immediate future.
In addition to thermal decomposition, material also undergoes thermal oxidative decomposition,
caused by direct interaction of oxygen molecules with the surface. This type of decomposition
becomes increasingly important in high-oxygen concentration environments. The actual mode of
attack of the biradical centred oxygen molecule on to the polymer chain is largely influenced by the
chemical constitution of the repeating units in it. For example, tertiary hydrogens are particularly
amenable to the reaction with oxygen, thus producing hydroperoxide structures. This, in turn, could
trigger other chemical pathways to produce ketonic and other oxygenated attributes onto the chain
structure. Generally, the above reactions contribute to centres of weak links that would eventually
facilitate further degradation. Overall, available data suggest that additional tests are desirable to
enhance kinetic parameters reliability. Development of micro-scale depolymerisation models may be
beneficial as medium- to long term goals.
3.3. Polymer Combustion Modelling

3.3.1. Global Kinetics
In a very simple form, gaseous combustion can be modelled in the same way as thermal
decomposition, i.e., with one step global reaction approach.
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For complete oxidation, example of such a reaction is given by (PMMA):
C5 H8O 2 +6O 2 → 5CO 2 +4H 2O

(4)

Kinetic data reported in a literature show considerable discrepancy. Representative kinetic
parameters are given, for example, by Bedir and T’ien [27], who assume absolute value of reaction
rate for the i-th species in the form:

ωi = BT

ri

μO

ρ 2YF YO exp( − E c / RT )

(5)

with the kinetic data given in:
Table 8. Kinetic data for global combustion reaction of PMMA.

B
Ec

combustion pre-exponential factor, m3 /(s mol K)
combustion activation energy, J/mol

~6.6 × 106
~1.44 × 105

where ri is a stoichiometric requirement of the i-th species with respect to fuel. Again, as for
decomposition, additional independent tests are desirable, and temperature-dependent treatment of
parameters may be appropriate.Global combustion reaction is quite a crude approach, so priority
should be given to developing more accurate models incorporating detailed chemistry.
3.3.2. Detailed Kinetics
The polymer structure of Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) (as a representative polymer fuel) is
presented in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Structure of PMMA.
C H3
( CH2

CH )

n
COOCH 3

Upon decomposition, gaseous molecules of various species, including combustible gases, are
formed. Generally, there is a good qualitative understanding of this process. The major combustibles
that are formed are methane, methanol, formaldehyde, and acetylene [23,33]. Detailed kinetic schemes
and parameters for methane can be found, for example, using the well-known GRI-MECH
database [34]. Examples of detailed kinetic mechanisms for the other components are presented in
Tables 9–11 [23,33].
Table 9. Methanol combustion mechanisms proposed by Bell and Tipper [35].
CH3OH + O2 → CH2OH + HO2
CH3OH + HO2 → CH2OH + H2O2
CH2OH + O2 → CH2O + HO2
CH2O + O2 → CHO + HO2

CHO + O2 → CO + HO2
CH2O + HO2 → CHO + H2O2
HO2 + O2 → inner products
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Table 10. Formaldehyde combustion mechanisms proposed by Vardanyan et al. [36],
Hay and Hessam [37].
HCHO + O2→HO2 + CO
HCHO + O2→OH + Products
(HCOOH or H2 + OO + H2O)
HCHO + OH → H2O + HOO
HOO + M → H + OO + M
HOO + O2 → HO2 + OO
HOO + O2 → HCO3
HCO3 + HCHO → HCO3H + HCO

HCO3H → OH + Products
HO2 + HCHO → H2O2 + HCO
HO2 + HO2 → H2O2
H2O2 → HO2 + 1 2 O2
H2O2 + M → 2OH + M
HO2 → 1 2 H2O + 3 4 O2

Table 11. Acetylene combustion mechanisms proposed by Hidaka et al. [38].
C2H2 + M C2H + H + M
C2H2 + C2H2 C4H2 + H
C2H2 + O2 CHO + CHO
C2H2 + H C2H + H2
C2H2 + O CH2 + CO
C2H2 + O CHCO + H
C2H2 + CH C2H + H2O
C2H2 + CH CH2CO + H
C2H2 + CH C2H2
C2H2 + CH2 C2H4
C2H2 + CH2 C2H + CH4
C2H2 + C2H C4H2 + H
C2H2 + C2H2 C4H4 + H
C2H + O2 CO + CO + H
CH2CO + M CO + CH2 + M
CH2CO + H CHCO + H2
CH2CO + H CH2 + CO
CH2CO + O CH2 + CO2
CH2CO + O CH2O + CO
CH2CO + CH CH2O + CHO
CH2CO + CH CH2CH + CO
CH2CO + CH2 C2H4 + CO
CH2CO+ CH2 CHCO + CH3
CH2CO+ CH2 C2H5 + CO
CH2CO+ CH2 CHCO + CH4
CHCO + O CO + CO + H
CHCO + OH CO + CO + H2
CHCO + O2 CO + CO + CH
CHCO + H CH2+ CO
CHCO + CH2 C2H2 + CO
CHCO + CH2 C2H4 + CO
CHCO + CHCO CO + CO + C2H2
CH2O + H CHO + H2

CH2 + CH2 C2H4 + H
CH2 + CH2 C2H4 + H2
CH2 + CH2 C2H5 + H
CH2 + H CH + H2
CH2 + O2 CO2 + H + H
CH2 + CH2 C2H2 + H + H
C2H6 CH2 + CH2
C2H6 + H C2H5 + H2
C2H6 + CH C2H5 + H2
C2H6 + CH2 CH4 + C2H5
C2H5 C2H4 + H
C2H4 + M C2H2 + H2 + M
C2H4 + H C2H2 + H2
C2H4 + O CH2 + CHO
C2H4+ CH C2H2 + H2O
C2H2 + M C2H2 + H + M
C2H2 + H C2H2 + H2
C2H2 + O CH2CO + H
C2H2 + O2 C2H2 + HO2
C2H2 + O2 CH2O + CO + H
C2H2 + CH2 C2H2 + CH4
C2H4 + M C2H2 + H + M
C2H4 + H C2H2 + H2
C2H4 + H C2H2 + CH2
C2H4 + CH2 C2H2 + CH4
C4H4 CH2CO + CH2
C4H4 C4H2+ H
C4H4 C2H2 + C2H2
C4H4 C4H2 + H2
C4H4 + H C4H2 + H2
C4H4 + H C4H2 + H2
C4H2 + M C4H2 + H + M
C4H2 + H C4H2 + H2
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Table 11. Cont.
CH2O + CH CHO + H2O
CHO + M CO + H+ M
CHO + H H2+ CO
CHO + O2 HO2+ CO
CH2O + M CH2O + H+ M
CH2OH + M CH2O + H+ M
CO + CH CO2 + H
CH4+ M CH2 + H + M
CH4+ H CH2 + H2
CH4+ O CH2 + OH
CH4+ CH CH2+ H2O
CH4+ CH2 CH2 + CH2
CH2+ H CH2 + H2
CH2+ O CH2O + H
CH2+ CH CH2O + H2
CH2+ CH CH2CH + H
CH2+ O2 CH2O + O
CH2+ HO2 CH2O + CH

C4H2 + C2H C2H2 + H
O2+ H CH + O
H2+ O CH + H
H2O + H CH + H2
H + O2+ M HO2 + M
HO2 + H H2 + O2
HO2 + H CH + OH
N2O + M N2 + O + M
N2O + O N2 + O2
N2O + O NO + NO
N2O + H N2+ OH
N2O + CH2 CH2O + N2
N2O + CH2 CH2O + N2
N2O + C2H2 CH2CHO + N2
N2O + CO CO2 + N2
N2O + CHO CO2 + H + N2
N2O + CHCO CO + CHO + N2
N2O + C2H2 CHCO + H+ N2

The major problem lies, however, in obtaining exact composition of pyrolysis gases. The present
data is inconclusive in this respect, and it is clear that composition may change depending on the
magnitude of heat flux experienced by fuel, and other conditions (for example, pressure). Indicative
composition of combustion products are presented in the following Table 12.
Table 12. The content of combustion products of PMMA and MMA in air and Ar at
different temperatures [33].
Product
MMA
CH4
CH2-CHCH3
CH2-C(CH3)2
CH3OH
HCHO
CH3COCH3
CH3COCOOCH3
CO2
CO
H2O

PMMA (air)
300 °C 500 °C
95.5
78.9
0.8
1.3
1.7
1.9
1.8
3.2
0.3
0.6
0.8
0.8
6.0
0.2
0.3
0.4
4.5

Content v/v %
MMA (Ar)
300 °C
400 °C 500 °C
92.7
83.8
74.2
0.6
1.5
2.6
1.1
2.3
3.4
1.0
2.4
3.8
1.6
3.6
5.8
0.2

0.5

1.0

0.9
1.4

2.0
3.3

3.3
5.4

MMA (air)
300 °C 400 °C 500 °C
91.6
79.8
68.2
0.5
1.2
2.2
1.0
1.4
2.9
1.2
1.8
3.0
1.5
2.9
4.9
0.5
0.8
0.8
1.3
1.6
1.2
2.0
1.4
5.2
8.0
1.1
0.4
0.3
0.6
3.8
5.6

Dedicated tests that measure composition of pyrolysis products are required before any model of
detailed combustion chemistry can be implemented. Procedures to deduce the composition of volatiles
can be based on extensive evolved gas analyses (EGA). A range of heat fluxes corresponding to
typical stages of material thermal decomposition need be considered. Spontaneous ignition can be
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prevented, for example, by imposing appropriately designed metallic meshes on top of samples, which
would take heat from the volatiles and reduce oxygen supply to the surface. We propose that both
infrared spectroscopy and mass spectrometry to be employed to perform the EGA. The essential
features of these techniques are briefly summarised below.
3.3.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
(GC/MS)
Ideally, one should be able to quantify all volatile species from solid fuels by appropriately chosen
method(s) that give reliable and reproducible results. Quantitative and real time analyses of the
gaseous species have been attempted in the past by employing various types of hyphenated techniques
such as Thermogravimetry or Simultaneous Thermal Analysis coupled either to Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (TGA/STA-FTIR) [39] or to Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
(GC/MS) [40].
Figure 5. Indicative experimental set-up for evolved gas analysis.
to exhaust

6

8
GC

MS

DATA

3

1
2

4

9

7

FTIR

5

to gas analysers

1. hood
2. heated transfer line
3. jacketed transfer line
4. cold trap
5. carrier gas
6 & 7 flow controls + splits
8. injection port
9. anlyses of the condensates

(CO, CO2, HCs)

DATA
to the thermal desorption unit

However, in spite of the vast amount of procedures cited in the literature and the enormous
advances in instrumentation techniques and associated software, there are still a lot of issues that need
be resolved before the best quantitative information can be deduced [41–43]. For example, the
TGA/FTIR method of analysing the gaseous species often face problems such as low concentrations of
species of interest and/or their inadequate IR response, condensation at the inter-phasing junctions,
secondary undesirable chemical reactions along transfer lines that are generally kept at elevated
temperatures, etc. Whilst mass spectrometry is highly sensitive for gaseous species analyses, for
acquiring quantitative results it often needs to be pre-phased with some sort of gas chromatographic
provision. This not only introduces a time delay into the analyses but also associated problems of
off-line sampling and constraints on the availability of proper columns and/or the corresponding
calibration standards. We propose to address the above issues, as best as possible, by proposing to
inter-phase an FTIR and a GC/MS on-line to the exhaust hood of a cone calorimeter as shown in
Figure 5 above.
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The temperature of volatiles at the point of tapping from the calorimeter exhaust line is estimated to
be around 200 °C and at this stage they will be adequately diluted with a helium carrier gas stream.
Thus the appropriately diluted volatiles will be transferred to the gas cell of the IR spectrometer, or to
the injection loop of the GC, as the case may be, through heated/jacketed transfer lines (kept at
~250 °C). Any condensates of gases having a non-permanent nature and those having appreciable
molecular weights will be trapped on to the “cold finger” and will be subjected to GC/MS analyses
after being diluted with an appropriate solvent. It should be noted that the FTIR data obtained will be
more of a “real time analysis” in nature, but incomplete owing to its failure to detect those components
which are not sufficiently “infrared active”. GC/MS analysis, on the other hand, owing to its superior
sensitivity and universality in identifying all the components, has the disadvantage of not being a real
time analytical technique due to the inherent time lag along the chromatographic column.
Assuming major volatile fragments are all appreciably infrared active, we propose to carry out
quantitative measurements of these species by FT-IR, employing appropriate calibration standards.
Comparative measurements will be performed using GC/MS to obtain more precise and reliable
results. Here again, appropriate standardisation of the expected signals in the chromatogram will be
performed using suitable calibrants before deducing quantitative information. Our proposal
incorporates both types of techniques which essentially provide complementary data, leading to full
picture in terms of quantitative evolved gas analyses. Furthermore, the proposed techniques are
entirely novel in that no prior attempts have been made involving inter-phasing an infrared or a mass
spectrometer directly with a cone calorimeter.
3.4. Crucial Submodels and Implementation
The present section describes key concepts that should lead to development of state-of-art model for
combustion processes in Hybrid Rocket Engines. Particular submodels are discussed in detail in the
following subsections, and also in the section IV.
3.4.1. Flow Model
A simplified configuration of a combustion chamber is presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Configuration of a combustion chamber.
x3
R

fuel
x2

x22 + x32 = R 2f

x1
R
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Assuming x = ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) is a space location, and U = (u1 , u 2 , u3 ) is a velocity vector, governing
equations for the compressible flow may be written in the following form:
∂Q ∂Ei ∂Vi
+
=
+H
∂t ∂xi
∂xi

(6)

⎛0
⎞
⎛ ρu i
⎞
⎜
⎟
⎛ρ ⎞
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(7)

(8)

ui ui
is total energy per unit mass.
2
The specific internal energy ein and the shear-stress tensor are given by:

Here g is gravity acceleration, a is rocket acceleration, E = ein +

ein = h −

P

ρ

= hiYi −

⎛

P

ρ

T

hi = Δh 0f ,i + ∫ c pi dT

;

T0

∂u

⎞

∂u
2 ∂u
σ ij = μ ⎜⎜ i + j − δ ij k ⎟⎟
⎝ ∂x j ∂xi 3 ∂x k ⎠
These flow dynamics equations are very standard, and there are several well known approaches that
solve them with various degrees of approximation. They are supplemented by transport equation for
the mixture fraction, ξ , which is used below for the analysis of diffusion combustion models. The
detailed treatment of these equations in the framework of Implicit Large Eddy Simulations is discussed
in Section 4, where specific example of computation is also presented.
3.4.2. Combustion Modeling
Combustion is treated as turbulent diffusion combustion, so that the approaches available for this
particular mode of combustion may be applied.
Combustion model implementation requires knowledge of gas phase kinetics. Depending on
success of extracting details of essential kinetic mechanisms (see discussion at the end of
Section 3.3.2), approaches of different degree of accuracy may be exploited.
The simplest is a well-known fast chemistry model, which however may be quite a reasonable
approximation in a view of high-temperature combustion process in pure oxygen environment. As
most diffusion combustion models, it is based on mixture fraction concept, and is implemented in the
following manner. Consider, as a simplest approximation, global single step combustion reaction (for
example, for PMMA):
C5 H8O 2 +6O 2 → 5CO 2 +4H 2O
or:
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F + rO → (r + 1) P ;

r=6

(9)

where F stands for fuel, O for oxygen, P for product, and r is fuel stoichiometric requirement.
The mixture fraction is defined as:

ξ=

Y
γ −γ2
( γ = YF − O )
γ1 − γ 2
r

(10)

where “1” refers to the fuel stream; “2” refers to the oxidant stream.
Stoichiometric value of the mixture fraction is given by ξ st =

YO
.
rYF + YO

Note that mixture fraction is a so-called conserved scalar, i.e., it is not affected by chemical
transformation, and correspondingly there is no source term in its transport equation.
3.4.2.1. Fast Chemistry Approach
Fast chemistry approach states, in essence, that fuel and oxygen cannot co-exist at a given spacetime location. They react immediately upon mixing, causing one of reactants (or both) to vanish.
Distribution of reactant mass fractions in mixture fraction space, which corresponds to this physical
description, is that consisting of broken profiles shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Reactant profiles in mixture fraction space under fast chemistry approach.

This is an example of “state relationships”, i.e., properties dependence on mixture fraction in
diffusion flame.
State relations Yi = Yi (ξ ) (Figure 7) can be described precisely as:

(ξ s − ξ ) Y 1 ; Y = (r + 1)ξY 1
F
(1 − ξ s ) F pr
(ξ − ξ s ) Y 1 ; Y = 0; Y = (r + 1) ξ s (1 − ξ ) Y 1
=
pr
(1 − ξ s ) F O
(1 − ξ s ) F

Y F = 0; YO = r
YF

Individual mass fractions of the products are obtained as:

0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξs

ξs ≤ ξ ≤ 1

(11)
(12)
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−1

YCO2

⎡ 4 μ H 2O ⎤
= ⎢1 +
⎥ ⋅ Y pr
⎢⎣ 5 μCO2 ⎥⎦

YH 2O

4 μ H 2O
=
5 μCO2

−1

⎡ 4 μ H 2O ⎤
⎥ ⋅ Y pr
⎢1 +
⎢⎣ 5 μCO2 ⎥⎦

(13)

With the help of mixture fraction combustion model, the set of Equations (6–8) is closed as follows.
We have:
ein = E −

⇒ p = ρh − ρE + ρ

ui ui
uu
uu
⇒ ρein = ρE − ρ i i ⇒ ρh − p = ρE − ρ i i ⇒
2
2
2

ui ui
Y
uu
Y (ξ ) 0
uu
R T = hi (T )Yi (ξ ) − E + i i
⇒ i R 0T = h − E + i i ⇒ i
2
μi
2
2
μi

Therefore:
Yi (ξ (( x , t )))

μi

R 0T = hi (T )Yi (ξ ( x , t )) − E +

ui ui
2

(14)

becomes an additional constraint which closes the set of Equations (6–8).
Equations (6–8, 14) are written for instantaneous flow. In turbulent flow modelling one works with
values averaged in certain sense. In the framework of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach,
discussed in the present paper, the model must be closed in terms of resolved (filtered) quantities.
Resolved quantities Yi ( x , t ) should be obtained from instantaneous ones by involving sub-grid-scale
probability density function (sgpdf):
1

Yi (x , t ) = ∫ Yi (ξ )Pξ (ξ ; x , t )dξ

(15)

0

Therefore, Equation (14) would be used in LES computations with Yi (ξ ) replaced by Yi ( x , t ) . In
practical computations, the form of sgpdf is normally prescribed based on experimental insights. (Most
comprehensive but extremely expensive Probability Density Function (PDF) approach solves transport
equations for relevant pdfs). The most conventional form ( β -function) is set as:
Pξ (ξ ; x , t ) =

ξ α −1 (1 − ξ )β −1
1

∫ s (1 − s )
α −1

β −1

(16)

ds

0

with:
⎡ ξ (1 − ξ ) ⎤
(1 − ξ )α
α =ξ⎢
− 1⎥ ; β =
ξ
⎦
⎣ var (ξ )

(17)

Here ξ is resolved quantity of mixture fraction, and var (ξ ) is sub-grid scale mixture fraction
variance. The latter requires further modelling, which can be done, for example, following Branley and
Jones [44] local equilibrium arguments:
var (ξ ) = Cξν Δ2

∂ξ ∂ξ
∂x k ∂xk

( Δ can be taken as either filter width, or cubic root of cell volume).

with Cξν ≈ 0.2

(18)
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3.4.2.2. Flamelet Approach

The flamelet approach describes deviation from idealistic infinitely fast reaction, and therefore
accounts for finite reaction rates. The flamelet formalism is well developed. The basic model of this
approach is a Stationary Laminar Flamelet Model (SLFM). This has been extensively discussed in the
literature (for example, by Peters [45]).
The SLFM equations have the form:

ρ

χ st d 2Yi
+ ωi = 0
2 dξ 2

(19)

ρ

χ st d 2T hi
−
ωi = 0
2 dξ 2 c p ,i

(20)

and extend simple fast chemistry state relationships to the case of finite reaction rates.
∂ξ ∂ξ
⋅
is the scalar dissipation rate, and χ st is its value at stoichiometry.
Here χ = 2 D
∂xk ∂xk
(Conventional summation over repeating indices is assumed in (19), (20), and further on).
To be useful, these equations require fairly detailed chemical kinetics scheme. Here ωi is the rate of
production of the i-th species (positive or negative depending whether species is produced or
consumed) (NOTE: another possible form of the model assumes χ = χ st ⋅ f (ξ ) , rather than
χ = χ st = const in the above equations. Particular form of f (ξ ) can be found in the literature,
e.g., [45–48].
Upon solution of the SLFM equations, two-parameter library of species profiles in a laminar flame:
Yi = Yi (ξ , χ st )

(21)

can be established.
Resolved quantities in a turbulent flow are recovered as follows:
∞ 1

Yi (x , t ) = ∫ ∫ Y (ξ , χ st )Pξχ (ξ , χ st ; x , t )dξdχ st

(22)

0 0

where the joint sgpdf Pξχ (ξ , χ st ; x , t ) of ξ and χ st variables must be known.
The choice of this joint sgpdf is much more challenging, compared to the fast chemistry case, due
to lack of experimental data. Statistical independence Pξχ (ξ , χ st ; x , t ) = Pξ (ξ ; x , t ) ⋅ Pχ (χ st ; x , t ) may be
assumed as a reasonable first step. In this form, one of possible choices is:
Pξ (ξ ; x , t ) =

ξ α −1 (1 − ξ )β −1
1

∫ s (1 − s )
α −1

β −1

(23)

ds

0

(i.e., the same β -function as above), and:
Pχ (χ st ; x , t ) =

1
1
2
exp( − 2 (ln χ st − ς ) )
2σ
σ 2π χ st

(24)
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1
where χ = exp(ς + σ 2 ) is resolved value calculated from the ξ field:
2

χ = 2D

∂ξ ∂ξ
μ ∂ξ ∂ξ
⋅
=2
⋅
∂x k ∂x k
ρ Sc ∂xk ∂xk

(25)

and:

σ 2 ≈ 2 ([45,49])
Another possibility is given by:
Pξ (ξ ; x , t ) =

ξ α −1 (1 − ξ ) β −1
1

∫ξ

α −1

(1 − ξ )

β −1

dξ

−

Γ(α + β ) α −1
ξ (1 − ξ ) β −1
Γ( a ) Γ( b)

(26)

0

∞

where Γ(x) is the gamma function Γ( x ) = ∫ e −t t x −1dt .
0

The parameters α and β here are the functions of the mean value and the variance of the
mixture fraction:
2

1−ξ
ξ (1 − ξ ) 2
ξ (1 − ξ )
α=
−ξ , β =
)
− (1 − ξ ) − α (
var (ξ )
var (ξ )
ξ

(27)

A model for the variance of ξ can be found in Branley and Jones [44]. There is lack of data to
construct scalar dissipation part of sgpdf. Some indicative mixing configurations may be used as a first
step, however. One can consider, fro example, shear layer flow study of Pantano et al. [50] (Figure 8).
This provides pdf data for the scalar dissipation rate.
Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the temporally evolving shear layer with counter-directed
1
1
streams u1 = − Δu , ρ 1 = ρ 0 , YO = YO ,0 u2 = − Δu , ρ 2 = ρ 0 , YF = YF ,0 ( Δu is
;
2
2
prescribed velocity difference).

y

x

z
Pdf for the scalar dissipation rate can be taken as (assuming below x = x1 , y = x2 and z = x3 ):
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P (ln (χδ ω / Δu )) =

⎛ (ln (χδ ω / Δu ) − μ x )2 ⎞
⎟
exp⎜⎜ −
⎟
2σ x2
2πσ x2
⎝
⎠
1

(28)

where Δu is the velocity difference of the two streams, and δ ω is the initial vorticity thickness of the
shear layer, defined as:

δω =

Δu
~
(∂u1 / ∂x2 ) max

(29)

Here u~1 denotes the Favre-averaged velocity in the x1 direction. The values of the mean μ x and the
standard deviation σ x can be found in Pantano et al. [50]. Results of flamelet modelling should be
compared to experiments. It is expected that SLFM should provide fair results in the view of fast
kinetics of major heat-generating reactions. If, however, this approach is found to be deficient,
extension to unsteady flamelet model is possible, although its implementation in LES is not as
straightforward [51].
3.4.3. Fuel Regression Model
Gas flow must be coupled to the appropriate model for solid fuel thermal behaviour and
decomposition. Such a model can be developed along the following lines. Without the loss of
generality, we can consider at the moment homogeneous fuel with invariable material properties.
Let T f = T f ( x , t ) be solid fuel temperature. At each cross-section x1 = const fuel surface S f is

{

}

described by the time-dependent function Fx1 ,t ( x 2 , x3 ) so that S f = x , t : Fx1 ,t ( x 2 , x3 ) = 0 .
Initially (Figure 6):
Fx1 ,0 ( x 2 , x3 ) = x 22 + x32 − R 2f

(30)

Three-dimensional heat transfer equation:
∂T f

= η ⋅ ΔT

∂t

x , t : Fx1 ,t ( x 2 , x3 ) > 0

(31)

can be solved with η being thermal diffusivity of the fuel. At the gas-solid interface, boundary
condition (heat balance) can be written as follows:
−κ

n=

∂T
∂n

+ q ′R′ = − κ s
g

∇Fx1 ,t
∇Fx1 ,t

;

d (S f ∩ {α ⋅ n})
∂T
− ρs
ΔH sg x ∈ S f
dt
∂n s

⎛ ∂Fx ,t ∂Fx1 ,t
∇Fx1 ,t ( x2 , x3 ) = ⎜⎜ 1 ,
⎝ ∂x 2 ∂x3

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(32)

(33)

where “s” refer to solid (fuel) side, “g” refer to gas side, q′R′ is incident radiative flux, ΔH sg is heat of
pyrolysis (positive if thermal decomposition is exothermal, and negative if decomposition is
endothermal). Here (S f ∩ {α ⋅ n}) denotes a point of intersection between fuel surface and the
line {α ⋅ n} α ∈ ℜ , normal to the surface (Figure 9).
d (S f ∩ {α ⋅ n})
denotes the rate of the fuel surface regression in the n -direction.
Further,
dt
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Figure 9. Local boundary ( x1 = const ) of the fuel surface.

The auxiliary condition that must be imposed is:
d (S f ∩ {α ⋅ n})
dt

=

mp

ρf

(34)

where ρ f is fuel density, m p is fuel thermal decomposition rate. The approaches to model the rate m p
have been discussed above (sub-Section 3.2). Evolution equation for the surface-defining function
Fx1 ,t ( x2 , x3 ) is:
∂Fx1 ,t ( x 2 , x3 )
∂t

⎛
d (S f ∩ {α ⋅ n }) ⎞⎟
= −⎜ ∇Fx1 ,t ( x 2 , x 3 ) ⋅
⎜
⎟
dt
⎝
⎠

(35)

where ( ⋅ ) on RHS denotes the scalar product, with the initial condition:
Fx1 ,0 ( x 2 , x3 ) = x 22 + x32 − R 2f

(36)

Other boundary conditions at the fuel surface are as follows:
U = 0 x∈Sf

(37)

ξ =1 x∈Sf

(38)

T fs = Tgs

T fs -fuel surface temperature x ∈ S f

(39)

The last condition (39) implies continuity of the temperature profile with T fs being fuel surface
temperature, and Tgs being a limiting (upon approaching the surface) gas temperature. Previous results
are normally derived for low (e.g., flame-induced velocities). In a rapid flow, rate of monomer
vaporisation may be increased by mechanical disruption of polymer layer. Such enhancement can be
approximately accounted for by the modification:
~
m p = m p (1 + f (c f ))
(40)
where m p = ρ f d (S f ∩ {α ⋅ n}) is a “regular” fuel decomposition rate as above, and f is a function of
dt

local friction coefficient c f and material properties. Experiments are needed to approximate the form
of the function f .
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3.4.4. Radiation Heat Transfer

The account of radiation heat exchange is very important in general in combustion systems. In
Hybrid Engines fuel regression rate is under-predicted if radiative flux to the surface is not taken into
account. It is clear that degree of under-prediction will depend strongly on the nature of the fuel, which
in Hybrid Engines may be important in a view of experimental observations. Both experimental [52]
and numerical [53] observations suggest that radiation may account for approximately from 10% to
45% of total heat flux to the surface, and as expected radiation contribution grows with the scale of
engine. Therefore, for full scale engines of most practical interest, radiation heat transfer must be taken
into account. Current radiation modelling efforts [53] calibrate the radiation model against
experimental data to achieve reasonable results. As this is not quite satisfactory, more substantial
development of radiation models is required. There are several approaches that may be taken. They are
discussed below.
3.4.4.1. Radiation Correction
For practical applications it may be quite sufficient to implement simple radiation correction. This
can be done, for example, through modification of the flamelet model. To include extra an effect, such
as radiation heat loss, additional parameter is required in the flamelet parameterization. One may
introduce an enthalpy defect:

Δh = h − [hO + ξ (hF − hO )]

(41)

Yi = Yi (ξ , χ , Δh )

(42)

so that the state relations become:

Details of this approach (Figure 10) are given by Hossain et al. [54].
Figure 10. Modification of flamelet library for radiation loss.
T

T
Δh = C p1 ΔT1 = C p2 ΔT2

Adiabatic flamelet
Flamelet with
enthalpy effectΔh

ΔT1

0

ΔT2

ξ

Oxidant

Heat sink S R is added to the energy Equation (7).
Source term may be evaluated in the optically thin limit as:

1
Fuel
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S R = 4σ a m ( x )[T ( x )]

4

(43)

where a m is local absorption coefficient.
The absorption coefficient can be approximated as a m ≈ 0.28 exp(− T / 1135) [55].
Incident radiative flux on the fuel surface is calculated in this approximation as:
q′R′

x∈S f

= 4σ ∫
V

sin(β )
4
a m ( x )[T ( x )] dv
2
l

(44)

where V is volume of gas computational region; β is angle required to define projected area of the
surface element (Figure 11), perpendicular to the ray between the surface element and the gas
elementary volume dv ; l is distance between surface and volume elements.
Figure 11. Calculation of incident radiative flux.
Elementary flame volume

l

β
fuel surface

3.4.4.2. Comprehensive Radiation Modeling
Comprehensive radiation treatment (an approximate solution for the Radiative Transfer Equation,
RTE) may be implemented using various available methods methods. One potential possibility is the
use of Discrete Transfer Radiation Method (DTRM) of Lockwood and Shah [56]. This method has
been applied widely for combustion system studies. Brief details of this method are as follows [55,56].
In a grey gas approximation, the transport of total (wavelength-integrated) radiation intensity
∞

I = ∫ I λ (Ω )dλ over distance s along the discrete ray is described by:
0

dI
σ
= −(α g + α s ) I (s ) + (α g + α s )T 4
ds
π

(45)

This equation can be conveniently solved in discretized form applying consecutively:
I n +1 = I n exp( −α s ) +

σT 4
(1 − exp( −α s ) )
π

(46)
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for intensities of the ray as it enters ( I n ) and leaves ( I n +1 ) control volumes.

Overall absorption coefficient for the soot and gas mixture can be approximated (Smith’s model) as:

α = α g + α s − α gα s
α g ≈ 0.28 exp(− T / 1135) ;

(47)

α s ≈ 1264 f vT

(48)

where f v is the soot volume fraction. Examples of application of this model to combustion are given
in Novozhilov [57,58].
3.4.5. Injector Spray Model
This subsection provides brief description of a particular (Eulerian–Lagrangian) method, which can
be applied to modelling liquid oxygen (LOx) injector flow. It is assumed that liquid oxygen stream is
atomized into droplets that evaporate further downstream and thus provide gaseous oxidant supply for
diffusion combustion.
The Eulerian-Lagrangian models for two-phase flow have been studies intensively (see, for
example Kuo [59], Gosman and Ioannides [60], Faeth [61], Crowe et al. [62,63]. Key steps in
application of this technique to modelling of liquid sprays are as follows.
Particles (droplets) are treated in a Lagrangian manner. The equation of a single spherical droplet
motion in a turbulent flow field forms the base of such a model. In a sufficiently general form, this
equation is ([59,61]):

π
6
+

d p3 ρ p

π
6

d p3 ρ

dU p
dt

=

π
8

d p2 ρC D U − U p (U − U p )

DU π 3
d
(U − U p )
+ d p ρC I
Dt 12
dt

(49)

( d / dξ )(U − U p )
1
3
+ d p2 (πρμ ) 2 C B ∫
dξ + Fe
1
2
(t − ξ ) 2
0
t

The terms on the right hand side represent, respectively, drag; the force due to static pressure
gradient; the force on sphere due to inertia of adjacent fluid being displaced by its motion (virtual-mass
term); Basset force to account for effects of deviation of the flow from a steady flow pattern around the
sphere, and external body-force, e.g., gravity.
The effect of lift forces, which only appear when there are significant velocity gradients normal to
the trajectory of the particle, as well as Magnus effect, are ignored here [61]. Detailed consideration of
relative importance of different terms is presented by Faeth [61].
Experience shows that in most practical applications pressure gradient, virtual mass, and Basset
force terms may be neglected ([61,64,65]). Therefore, the following simplified equation of droplet
motion can be adopted with a reasonable accuracy:
dU ⎛⎜ 3ρC D ⎞⎟
=
(U − U p ) U − U p + g
dt ⎜⎝ 4d p ρ p ⎟⎠

(50)
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Equation (50) is non-linear, and in general case has to be solved by numerical integration. (Some
particular cases where analytical integration is possible are considered by Novozhilov [66,67].)
Drag coefficient appearing in the Equation (50) should be specified from experimental correlations.
Such correlations for the spherical particle have been developed extensively. One can use, for
example, approximation by Putnam [68]:
⎧⎪24 / Re p (1 + Re 2p/ 3 / 6)
CD = ⎨
⎪⎩0.44
where the particle Reynolds number Re p =

Re p < 1000
Re p > 1000

dp Up −U ρ

μ

(51)

is based on droplet diameter.

There are similar correlations, discussed in the literature [69], that provide effectively same
accuracy as (51), for example:
⎧⎪27 / Re 0p.84
CD = ⎨
0.217
⎪⎩0.271 Re p

Re p < 80
80 < Re p < 10 4

(52)

In flows of practical interest droplets are also subjected to turbulent dispersion. To model this
effect, some kind of stochastic particle dispersion model is required. The simplest way, in the
framework of the k-ε approach has been proposed by Gosman and Ioannides [60].
Dispersion calculation requires instantaneous gas velocity as an input into Equation (50). From the
k-ε point of view, the instantaneous gas velocity within the eddy is obtained using the computed value
of the turbulence kinetic energy, k. Assuming isotropic turbulence and Gaussian distribution for
fluctuating components (with the standard deviation (2k/3)1/2), this distribution can be sampled
randomly to obtain the instantaneous velocity U ′ .
As a droplet travels through the flow, it interacts with individual eddies. Each eddy along the
droplet path deflects it according to the eddy’s instantaneous velocity. Particle trajectory may be
determined in a random walk manner, using estimations for the eddy lifetime and droplet transit time
through the eddy. The eddy lifetime can be estimated ([60]) as:
L
te = e
U′

(53)

where the characteristic size of the eddy is assumed to be equal to dissipation length scale:
3

Le =

3

Cμ 4 k 2

ε

(54)

Shuen et al. [64] found better agreement with measurements employing:
te =

Le
⎛2 ⎞
⎜ k⎟
⎝3 ⎠

1
2

(55)

Droplet transit time may be found from the linearised equation of the particle motion in a
uniform flow:
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⎛
Le
t p = −τ p ln⎜1 −
⎜ τ U −U
p
p
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(56)

where τp is the particle relaxation time:

τp =

4ρ pd p

(57)

3ρC D U − U p

Equation (57) has no solution for Le > τ p U − U p . This may be interpreted as particle capture by
the eddy. The interaction time in this case becomes equal te. Time of interaction between the particle
and the eddy is taken as the shortest of the two times, te and tp.
Other ways of modeling particle dispersion, such as gradient diffusion models, are not particularly
convenient for incorporation into the Lagrangian framework. They are discussed by Faeth [61].
Different modifications of dispersion models suitable for Lagrangian formulation are presented in
Shirolkar et al. [70].
Along with the momentum Equation (50), heat and mass transfer equations for the droplet need be
considered. Assuming uniform temperature for the droplet (i.e., small Biot number), these equations
take the form:
d (m p c p , p T p )
dt

= q p + L fg

dm p

(58)

dt

and:
dm p
dt

= − Shπd p

κg
c pg

ln (1 + Bm )

(59)

where the Spalding’s number Bm is defined as:
Bm =

Yl , s − Yl ,∞

(60)

1− Yl , s

Partial pressure of vapor at the droplet surface is assumed to correspond to the saturation conditions
at a given temperature.
Nusselt and Sherwood numbers are usually calculated through the Ranz-Marshall correlations.
These are given as functions of Reynolds, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers [71,72]:
Nu = 2.0 + 0.6 Re p1 / 2 Pr1 / 3 ; Sh = 2.0 + 0.6 Re p1 / 2 Sc1 / 3

(61)

Alternatively, the formulae by Faeth and Lazar [73] may be used to make corrections for the
moving droplet:
mp

(m )

= 1+

p Re = 0
p

hc

( hc )Re =0
p

= 1+

1/3
0.278 Re1/2
p Sc
1/2

1 + 1.232 / ⎡⎣ Re p Sc 4/3 ⎤⎦
1/3
0.278 Re1/2
p Pr

1 + 1.232 / ⎡⎣ Re p Pr 4/3 ⎤⎦

1/ 2

(62)
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Here the heat and mass transfer coefficients for the quiescent droplet are:
( hc ) Re p = 0 d p
k

( m) Re p = 0

=

mc p , p / πd pκ g
exp( mc p , p / 2πd pκ g ) − 1

⎛ Y −1⎞
⎟
= 2π d p ρD ln⎜⎜ l ,∞
⎟
Y
1
−
l
,
s
⎠
⎝

(63)

These expressions provide reasonable correlation of the existing data for Re < 2·× 103 [61].
Solutions for the gas and dispersed (liquid) phases need be coupled. This may be achieved, for
example, by the use of the Particle-Source-In-Cell (PSI-CELL) model [62]. This model is based on the
earlier idea of Migdal and Agosta [74] that particles can be considered as sources of mass, momentum
and energy to continuum phase. The method solves equations for each phase interchangeably, and
update particle source terms until a converged solution is obtained. Full details of this technique can be
found in [62,63,70].
The specification of initial droplet size and velocity distributions is crucial for the accurate
prediction of spray/flow interaction. Heat, mass and momentum transfer rates are sensitive to these
parameters [57,58]. Common practice [57,58] is to specify initial conditions for a number of
trajectories which differ by initial droplet diameter, position and velocity. These discrete distributions
can be chosen to match available characteristics of a particular spray. In the view of large number of
droplets, each trajectory is supposed to represent a group of droplets with the same initial conditions.
There are alternative approaches ([75]) where spray is represented by a number of “superdrops”.
With the LES treatment of flow dynamics, particle Lagrangian equations need be advanced in parallel
with the fluid phase equations. Interactions of particles with large, unsteady vortices are computed
explicitly. Turbulent dispersion is handled automatically at the resolved scales, but specific dispersion
model may be needed for subgrid-scale effects.
At present stage, one-way momentum coupling can be realistically implemented in LES, so that
droplet trajectories will be affected by momentum transfer from the fluid (and external forces), but not
vice versa.
Effect of sub-grid turbulence on drag force should be taken into account, which can be done
recalculating the particle Reynolds number with the total viscosity ( μ + μ SGS ). Heat-up and
evaporation rates can be calculated by conventional procedures described above.
Liquid oxygen (LOx) properties of injected droplets can be specified from table data (liquid oxygen
has a density of approximately 1.14 g/cm3 and boiling point of 90.188 K (−182.96 °C) at 101.325 kPa).
In the described model framework it is assumed that there is a well defined vaporisation front so
that mixing and combustion occur downstream from that front.
If the flame envelope is developing around droplets, i.e., spray combustion needs be considered,
then a different approach is required. Such a combustion regime can be dealt with by appropriate spray
combustion models. Example of such modelling in application to Hybrid Rocket Engines is given by
Lin and Chiu [76].
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4. Preliminary Simulations

Preliminary results of boundary layer combustion modelling using Implicit Large Eddy Simulations
are presented in this section. These results demonstrate essential features of flame development in
Hybrid Engine chamber, and will be developed to much more comprehensive model in the future.
Governing equations are the compressible Navier-Stokes equations which are the conservation of
total mass, momentum and total energy:
∂ρ ∂ρu j
+
=0
∂t
∂x j

(64)

∂ρu i ∂ (ρu i u j + δ ij p ) ∂σ ij
+
=
∂t
∂x j
∂x j

(65)

∂e ∂ (e + p )u j ∂σ ij u i ∂q j
+
=
−
∂t
∂x j
∂x j
∂x j

(66)

where ρ [kg/m3] denotes the density, u i ( i = 1,2,3 ) [m/s] are the Cartesian velocity components
corresponding to (u , v, w) , p [Pa] the pressure, e [J/m3] the total energy per unit volume, respectively.
In order to close the above equations, the equation of state for perfect gas is employed which is
defined as:
⎫
⎧ ρ
p = (γ − 1)⎨e − u 2 + v 2 + w 2 ⎬
2
⎭
⎩

(

)

(67)

where γ denotes the ratio of specific heats. According to the Stoke’s hypothesis which assumes that
the bulk viscosity can be neglected, the shear-stress tensor for a Newtonian fluid is given by:

⎛

σ ij = 2μ ⎜⎜ S ij −

δ ij

⎝

⎞
S kk ⎟⎟
3
⎠

(68)

where μ denotes the coefficient of molecular viscosity, S ij the components of rate-of-strain tensor
which are defined as follows:
S ij =

1 ⎛⎜ ∂u i ∂u j
+
2 ⎜⎝ ∂x j ∂xi

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(69)

The heat flux q j [J/(m2 s)] is given by:

q j = −κ

∂T
∂x j

(70)

where T [K] denotes the temperature and κ [J/(m s K)] the thermal conductivity defined by:

κ=

μc p
Pr

(71)

where c p [J/(kg K)] denotes the specific heat at constant pressure and Pr the Pandtl
number, respectively.
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When the finite volume method is applied to Equations (64–66), the integral formulation of
governing equations is obtained as follows:
∂
ρdV + ∫ ρu j n j dS = 0
∂Ω
∂t ∫Ω

(72)

∂
ρu i dV + ∫ ( ρu i u j + δ ij p )n j dS = ∫ σ ij n j dS
∂Ω
∂Ω
∂t ∫Ω

(73)

∂
edV + ∫ (e + p )u j n j dS = ∫ (σ ij u i − q j )n j dS
∂Ω
∂Ω
∂t ∫Ω

(74)

where Ω denotes a control volume, ∂Ω a surface of the control volume and n j are the component of
normal vector to ∂Ω .
4.1. Implicit Large Eddy Simulation
Traditional large eddy simulation (LES) is based on the idea of scale separation by spatial filtering
which is defined by:

φ =

1
Δ xΔ yΔ z

⎛ x − x' y − y ' z − z ' ⎞
⎟φ ( x' , y ' , z ')dx ' dy ' dz '
,
,
⎟
Δ
Δ
Δ
x
y
z
⎝
⎠

∫∫∫ G⎜⎜

(75)

where G denotes the kernel of filter, Δ the cut-off scale and φ the primitive variables, which are the
density, velocity components, pressure and so on. As the kernel of classical filter, the top hat filter,
Gaussian filter and sharp cut-off filter are used frequently. The filtered value by using box filter
corresponds to a cell averaged value. In compressible flows, the Favre filtering is used which is
filtering operation weighted by the density given as follows:

(φ )F

=

ρφ
ρ

(76)

The filtered values are called grid scale (GS) and the values that are smaller than cut-off scale are
called subgrid scale (SGS). The Favre filtered Navier-Stokes equations, which are the governing
equation of compressible LES, are described as follows:
∂ρ ∂ρ (u j )
=0
+
∂x j
∂t
F

(77)

F
∂τ ij
∂ρ (u i ) (u j )
∂ρ (u i )
∂
∂p ∂ (σ ij )
+
σ ij − (σ ij )C
=
−
+ δ ij
+
∂x j ∂x j
∂x j
∂x j
∂x j
∂t
F

[

F

]

[

C

F
∂ (q j )
∂ (σ ij ) (ui )
∂ ρ (E ) + p (u j )
∂ρ (E )
+
−
+
∂x j
∂x j
∂x j
∂t
F

F

C

[

F

]

(78)

C

{

∂
C
=−
c p Q j + J j − D j − q j − (q j )
∂x j

}]

(79)
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where (E ) denotes the total energy per unit mass, and we introduce the computable shear-strain
F

δ ij
C
F ⎡
F
(S ij )F ⎤⎥ which depends on the computable rate-of-strain tensor
tensor (σ ij ) = 2 μ (T ) ⎢(S ij ) −
3
⎣
⎦
F
F
F
∂ (u j ) ⎤
C
F ∂ (T )
1 ⎡ ∂ (u )
,
and
the
computable
heat
flux
.
(
)
(
)
=
−
q
T
κ
S ij = ⎢ i +
⎥
j
∂x j
∂xi ⎥⎦
2 ⎢⎣ ∂x j

(

)

(

)

In Equations (77–79), terms in the right hand side are SGS terms. In order to close the equations,
the SGS terms in the equations are modelled by SGS models. For incompressible case, only the SGS
stress term τ ij appears in the momentum equation. On the other hand, as can be seen from
Equation (79), there are a lot of SGS terms for compressible LES because of the interaction of GS
components with SGS components in the filtered energy conservation equation, which are the SGS
temperature flux:
F
F
F
Q j = ρ (u jT ) − (u j ) (T )
the SGS turbulent diffusion:

[

[

]

]

J j = ρ (ui ui u j ) − ρ (ui ) (ui ) (u j ) − τ ii (u j ) / 2
F

F

F

F

F

the SGS viscous diffusion:
D j = σ ij u i − (σ ij ) (u i )
C

and:

F

{q − (q ) }
C

j

j

It is not so efficient to construct all of SGS terms. Implicit LES approaches, on the other hand, do
not need any specific SGS models. Implicit LES computation using the Kawamura-Kuwahara scheme
was proposed for incompressible flow for the first time by Kawamura and Kuwahara [77]. Then,
Boris et al. [78] have proposed the monotonically integrated LES (MILES). In the MILES approach,
monotonicity preserving the higher order scheme is used to calculate the nonlinear term. Besides the
molecular viscosity, the numerical viscosity inherently involved in the scheme is shown to dissipate
the shortest wavelength component of numerical oscillations associated to the given mesh system. As a
result, MILES can give a reasonable energy spectrum of homogeneous turbulence with a natural
truncation occurring at the maximum wave number. According to the concept of MILES, monotonicity
preserving higher order schemes for compressible flows such as the monotone upstream scheme for
conservation law (MUSCL) [79], essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) [80,81], weighted ENO (WENO)
reconstructions [82,83] or weighted compact nonlinear scheme (WCNS) [84] can be applied. For
implicit LES, all SGS terms in Equations (77–79) are neglected and set to be zero.
Recent developments and advances in LES flow modelling are also discussed by Drikakis et al. [85]
and Hahn and Drikakis [86]. More specific applications such as bifurcation phenomena in supersonic
flows are reflected by Panaras and Drikakis [87]. Recent examples of application of LES techniques to
combustion problems can be found in Shimada et al. [88].
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4.2. Combustion Model

In this section, we consider the boundary combustion which is shown in Figure 12. It is assumed
that the fuel is pure hydrocarbon compound CxHy and the inflow is an air as oxidant. A non-premixed
flame in the boundary layer is obtained by the combustion between fuel and oxidant. The chemical
reaction is governed by one step reaction as follows:
y⎞
y
⎛
C x H y + ⎜ x + ⎟ O 2 → xCO 2 + H 2 O
4⎠
2
⎝

(80)

The five chemical species, CxHy, O2, CO2, H2O and N2, are considered, while N2 does not
contribute to the above reaction. For flow includes multi species, the definition of the specific heat
c p [J/(kg K)] and the enthalpy h [J/kg] for mixture gas are given respectively by:

c p = ∑ Y j c pj

(81)

h = ∑Y j h j

(82)

j

j

where Y denotes the mass fraction and subscript j the j -th chemical species. In order to take into
account the combustion, the specific heat of each chemical species depends on the temperature
strongly. Because the ratio of specific heats γ also has the temperature dependency, the pressure
cannot be calculated by Equation (67) explicitly. For example, the specific heat at constant pressure
c pj (T ) [J/(kg K)] and enthalpy h j (T ) [J/kg] for j -th chemical species are given by following
equations [89]:
c pj (T )
Rj
h j (T )
R jT

= a1T −2 + a 2T −1 + a3 + a 4T + a5T 2 + a 6T 3 + a 7T 4

= − a1T − 2 + a 2T −1 ln T + a3 + a 4

T
T2
T3
T 4 b1
+ a5
+ a6
+ a7
+
2
3
4
5 T

(83)
(84)

where R j [J/(kg K)] denotes the gas constant for j -th chemical species and gas constant
for mixture gas is defined by R =

∑

j

Y j R j . Using the definition of internal energy

ε = e / ρ − (u 2 + v 2 + w2 ) / 2 = ∫ cv (T )dT = h(T ) − RT , where cv (T ) [J/(kg K)] denotes the specific heat

at constant volume, the temperature can be calculated by iterative procedure which is, for example,
Newton-Raphson method:
⎡e 1
⎤
f (T ) = {h(T ) − RT } − ⎢ − (u 2 + v 2 + w 2 )⎥ = 0
⎣ρ 2
⎦

(85)

The pressure is obtained by equation of state as follows:
p = ρnR 0T

(86)

where R 0 = 8314.51 [J/(kg mol K)] denotes the universal gas constant n [kgmol/kg] the mole number
per unit mass of mixture gas defined by using the mole number per unit mass of species
n j [kgmol/kg], as follows:
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n = ∑ nj
j

(j=C H
x

y

, O 2 , H 2 O, CO 2 and H 2 )

(87)

Figure 12. Schematic view of diffusion combustion in a laminar boundary layer on a
flat plate.

We define bi0 as the mole number of element i (= C , H , O and N ) per unit mass of mixture gas using
n j as follows:
bi0 = ∑ aij n j

(88)

j

These values are the conservative variables unless the velocity between among species is not
non-equilibrium. According to Equation (80) with inert gas N2, the Equation (88) is given as follows:
⎡ bC0 ⎤ ⎡ x
⎢ 0⎥ ⎢
⎢bH ⎥ = ⎢ y
⎢ bO0 ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢ 0⎥ ⎢
⎣⎢bN ⎦⎥ ⎣ 0

⎡ nC H ⎤
⎤
0 0 1 0⎤ ⎢ x y ⎥ ⎡ xnC x H y + nCO2
nO2 ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢
ynC x H y + 2n H 2O ⎥⎥
0 2 0 0⎥
⎢ n H 2O ⎥ = ⎢
2 1 2 0⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢2nO2 + n H 2O + 2nCO2 ⎥
n
⎥
⎥ CO2 ⎥ ⎢
2n N 2
0 0 0 2⎦ ⎢⎢
⎢
⎦⎥
⎣
⎥
⎣ nN2 ⎦

(89)

The mole number of element i can be expressed by using number density ν i [m−3], density of
mixture gas ρ [kg/m3] and the Avogadro constant N A = 6.02214179 [mol−1] as follows:
bi0 =

νi
[kgmol/kg]
10 ρN A

(90)

3

The density of a mixture gas is expressed by:

ρ = ∑ ρ j = ∑ m jν j = ∑ ρ i = ∑ miν i ,
j

j

i

(91)

i

where m j and mi [kg] denote the mass of j-th molecule and the mass of i -th element, respectively. For
the elements of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, the masses of element are given by:
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12
× 10 −3 [ kg]
NA
1
× 10 −3 [ kg]
mH =
NA
16
× 10 −3 [ kg]
mO =
NA
14
× 10 −3 [ kg]
mN =
NA
mC =

(92)

The ratio of number density between carbon and hydrogen becomes constant except for in no
fuel stream:

ν C :ν H = x : y

(93)

Similarly, the ratio of mole number becomes constant:
bC0 : bH0 = x : y

(94)

On the other hand, when the mass fraction of element O in the air is defined by AO (0 ≤ AO ≤ 1) , the
ratio of number density between oxygen and nitrogen becomes constant except for in no air stream:

ν O :ν N = bO0 : bN0 =

AO 1 − AO
:
14
16

(95)

If the density of mixture gas ρ and one of mole density, for example ν C , are detected, mole
density of ν H , ν O and ν N are also determined by Equations (91), (93) and (95). Then, the mole
number of element bi0 can be determined by Equation (90).
The transport equation of density of carbon added to solve Navier-Stokes equations is shown as
follows, in which one dimension case is considered and the diffusion term is omitted for
easy explanation:
∂mCν C ∂mCν C u
+
=0
∂t
∂x

(96)

Using Equations (90) and (92), transport Equation (96) can be rearranged as follows:
∂ρbC0 ∂ρbC0 u
=0
+
∂x
∂t

(97)

From Equation (94), the mole number of hydrogen bH0 can be obtained by:
bH0 =

y 0
bC
x

(98)

And from Equations (90) and (91), the mole number of bO0 + bN0 is obtained by:
16bO0 + 14bN0 = 1 − 12bC0 − bH0

(99)
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From Equation (95), the mole number of nitrogen bN0 is given by:
bN0 =

16(1 − AO ) 0
bO
14 AO

(100)

By substituting Equation (100) into (99), the mole number of oxygen bO0 can be obtained. Then, the
mole number of nitrogen bN0 is calculated by Equation (99) or (100). The boundary conditions which
are the fuel injection surface and the inflow boundary are obtained as follows:
⎡ x
⎡bC0(1) ⎤ ⎡ xnCx H y ⎤ ⎢12 x +
⎢ 0(1) ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎢bH ⎥ = ⎢ ynCx H y ⎥ = ⎢ y
⎢bO0(1) ⎥ ⎢ 0 ⎥ ⎢12 x +
⎢ 0(1) ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢⎣bN ⎥⎦ ⎣ 0 ⎦ ⎢
⎢⎣ 0

⎤
y⎥
⎥
⎥
y⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

⎡ 0 ⎤
⎡bC0 ( 2 ) ⎤ ⎡ 0 ⎤ ⎢
⎥
⎢ 0( 2) ⎥ ⎢ 0 ⎥ ⎢ 0 ⎥
⎥ = ⎢ AO ⎥
⎢bH ⎥ = ⎢
⎢bO0 ( 2 ) ⎥ ⎢ 2nO2 ⎥ ⎢ 16 ⎥
⎥ ⎢1 − AO ⎥
⎢ 0( 2) ⎥ ⎢
⎢⎣bN ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣2nN 2 ⎥⎦ ⎢
⎣ 14 ⎥⎦

(101)

(102)

where the superscripts (1) and (2) denote the fuel injection boundary and the air inflow
boundary, respectively.
We now define the mixture fraction of fuel ξ as following equation:
bC0 − bC0 ( 2 )
ξ ≡ 0 (1) 0( 2 )
bC − bC

(103)

Then, bC0 can be represented by using ξ :

(

)

bC0 = bC0(1) − bC0( 2) ξ + bC0( 2) =

x
ξ
12 x + y

(104)

By substitution Equation (104) into (97), the transport Equation (97) can be written by using
mixture fraction ξ as follows:
∂ρξ ∂ρξu
+
=0
∂t
∂x

(105)
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The mole number of each element C, H, O and N per unit mass of mixture gas are calculated by
following equations:
x
⎡
⎤
⎢ 12 x + y ξ ⎥
⎥
⎡ bC0 ⎤ ⎢
y
⎥
⎢ 0⎥ ⎢
ξ
⎢bH ⎥ = ⎢ 12 x + y ⎥
⎥
⎢ bO0 ⎥ ⎢ AO
(1 − ξ ) ⎥
⎢ 0⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎣⎢bN ⎦⎥ ⎢ 16
⎢1 − AO (1 − ξ )⎥
⎣⎢ 14
⎦⎥

(106)

The mole numbers of each species per unit mass n j satisfy the following relations obtained by
Equations (89) and (106):

⎡x
⎢y
⎢
⎢0
⎢
⎣0

0 0 1
0 2 0
2 1 2
0 0 0

x
⎤
⎡
ξ ⎥
⎢
⎡nC H ⎤
12 x + y
⎥
0⎤ ⎢ x y ⎥ ⎢
y
n
⎥
⎢
O
0⎥⎥ ⎢ 2 ⎥ ⎢ 12 x + y ξ ⎥
⎢ nH O ⎥ =
⎥
0⎥ ⎢ 2 ⎥ ⎢ AO
(1 − ξ ) ⎥
⎥ ⎢ nCO2 ⎥ ⎢
16
2⎦ ⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎣ nN 2 ⎦ ⎢1 − AO (1 − ξ )⎥
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 14

(107)

In the above equation, there are more unknown variables than the equations. In order to close the
Equation (107), we introduce stoichiometric mixture fraction ξ st and add some assumption using ξ st .
The stoichiometric mixture fraction ξ st is given by following procedure. According to the chemical
reaction Equation (80), the stoichiometric mole ratio of O2 to CxHy is x + y / 4 . Therefore, using
Equations (94) and (95), the ratio among the mole numbers per unit mass for each element at the
stoichiometric condition is obtained as follows:
0
0
0
0
= x : y : 2x +
bCst
: bHst
: bOst
: bNst

y ⎛
y ⎞ 16(1 − AO )
: ⎜ 2x + ⎟
2 ⎝
2 ⎠ 14 AO

(108)

On the other hand, the mole numbers per unit mass for each element satisfy the following equations:
x
⎤
⎡
⎢ 12 x + y ξ st ⎥
0
⎥
⎤ ⎢
⎡bCst
y
⎢ 0 ⎥ ⎢
ξ st ⎥
⎥
⎢bHst ⎥ = ⎢ 12 x + y
0 ⎥
⎥
⎢ AO
⎢bOst
(1 − ξ ) ⎥
⎢ 0 ⎥ ⎢
⎢⎣bNst ⎥⎦ ⎢ 16
⎥
⎢1 − AO (1 − ξ )⎥
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 14

(109)

The stoichiometric mixture fraction ξ st can be calculated by solving Equations (108) and (109):

ξ st =

(12 x + y )AO
(32 + 12 AO )x + (8 + AO ) y

(110)
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Let us calculate the mole numbers per unit mass for each species (107) by using the stoichiometric
mixture fraction (110). At the condition of ξ < ξ st , it is assumed that there is no fuel after chemical
reaction because the amount of fuel is smaller than that of oxidant. This assumption is equivalent to
assuming nCx H y = 0 . Then, the Equation (107) can be solved as follows:
0
⎤
⎡
⎢1 ⎧
8(4 x + y ) ⎫⎥
ξ ⎬⎥
⎡nCx H y ⎤ ⎢ ⎨ AO (1 − ξ ) −
12 x + y ⎭⎥
⎢ n ⎥ ⎢ 32 ⎩
y
⎥
⎢ O2 ⎥ ⎢
ξ
⎥
⎢ n H 2O ⎥ = ⎢
2(12 x + y )
⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎢
x
⎥
⎢ nCO2 ⎥ ⎢
ξ
12 x + y
⎥
⎢ nN ⎥ ⎢
⎣ 2 ⎦ ⎢
⎥
1 − AO
(1 − ξ )
⎥
⎢
28
⎦
⎣

(111)

The mass fraction is defined by:
Yj = n j M j

(j=C H
x

y

, O 2 , H 2 O, CO 2 and N 2 )

(112)

where M j denotes the molecular weight. Then, the mass fractions of all species are obtained as follows:
0
⎤
⎡
(
)
8
4
x
y
+
⎥
⎢
Y
⎡ Cx H y ⎤
A (1 − ξ ) −
ξ⎥
⎢Y ⎥ ⎢ O
12 x + y
⎥
⎢ O2 ⎥ ⎢
9
y
⎥
ξ
⎢ YH 2O ⎥ = ⎢
⎥
12 x + y
⎥ ⎢
⎢
Y
⎥
⎢
44 x
⎢ CO2 ⎥
ξ
⎥
⎢
⎢ YN ⎥
12 x + y
⎣ 2 ⎦ ⎢
⎥
(1 − AO )(1 − ξ ) ⎦⎥
⎣⎢

(113)

At the condition of ξ > ξ st , it is similarly assumed that there is no oxidant after chemical reaction
because the amount of oxidant is smaller than that of fuel. This assumption is equivalent to assuming
nO2 = 0 . Then, the Equation (107) can be solved as follows:
⎡ 8(4 x + y )ξ − AO (1 − ξ )(12 x + y ) ⎤
⎥
⎢
8(4 x + y )(12 x + y )
⎡nCx H y ⎤ ⎢
⎥
0
⎢n ⎥ ⎢
⎥
AO (1 − ξ ) y
⎢ O2 ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢ n H 2O ⎥ = ⎢
⎥
16(4 x + y )
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥
AO (1 − ξ )x
⎢ nCO2 ⎥ ⎢
⎥
8(4 x + y )
⎢ nN ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎣ 2 ⎦ ⎢
1 − AO
⎥
(1 − ξ )
⎥⎦
⎢⎣
28

(114)
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And then, the mass fractions of all species are obtained as follows:
⎡
⎢ξ −
⎡YCx H y ⎤ ⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎢
Y
⎢ O2 ⎥ ⎢
⎢Y ⎥ ⎢
⎢ H 2O ⎥ = ⎢
⎢Y ⎥ ⎢
⎢ CO2 ⎥ ⎢
⎢⎣ YN 2 ⎥⎦ ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

AO (12 x + y )
8( 4x + y )

⎤

(1 − ξ )⎥

0
9 AO (1 − ξ ) y
8( 4x + y )

44 AO (1 − ξ ) x
8( 4x + y )

(1 − AO )(1 − ξ )

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(115)

At the stoichiometric condition of ξ = ξ st , it is assumed that there is no oxidant and fuel after
chemical reaction. This assumption is equivalent assuming nCx H y = nO2 = 0 . Then, the Equation (107)
can be solved as follows:
0
⎤
⎡
⎥
⎢
0
⎡nCx H y ⎤ ⎢
⎥
yAO
⎢n ⎥ ⎢
O
⎢ 2 ⎥ ⎢ 2{(32 + 12 A )x + (8 + A ) y} ⎥⎥
O
O
⎢ n H 2O ⎥ = ⎢
⎥
xA
O
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎢ nCO2 ⎥ ⎢ (32 + 12 AO )x + (8 + AO ) y ⎥⎥
⎢ nN ⎥ ⎢
(1 − AO )(32 x + 8 y )
⎥
⎣ 2 ⎦
⎢ 28{(32 + 12 A )x + (8 + A ) y}⎥
O
O
⎦
⎣

(116)

And then the mass fractions of all species are obtained as follows:
0
⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
0
⎡YCx H y ⎤ ⎢
⎥
9 yAO
⎢Y ⎥ ⎢
⎢ O2 ⎥ ⎢ (32 + 12 A )x + (8 + A ) y ⎥⎥
O
O
⎢ YH 2O ⎥ = ⎢
⎥
xA
44
O
⎢
⎥ ⎢
Y
⎢ CO2 ⎥ ⎢ (32 + 12 AO )x + (8 + AO ) y ⎥⎥
⎢ YN ⎥ ⎢ (1 − A )(32 x + 8 y ) ⎥
⎣ 2 ⎦
O
⎢ (32 + 12 A )x + (8 + A ) y ⎥
O
O
⎣
⎦

(117)

Figure 13 shows the profiles of mass fraction of species for methane-air combustion against the
mixture fraction at AO = 0.256 .
In the above procedure, the estimated flame temperature becomes very high because intermediate
products are not considered and the excessive energy which attribute to the intermediate products is
assigned to reactants and product materials. Therefore, intermediate products should be considered for
accurate calculation. However, if the number of chemical species increases, the composition cannot be
determined by the above procedure because of the lack of equations to solve.
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Figure 13. Mass fraction profiles of each chemical species against mixture fraction ξ for

methane and air combustion.

One way of overcoming this problem is to consider the additional chemical reactions with the one
step global reaction. For example in this case, we consider the thermal decomposition reactions for
carbon dioxide and for water vapor as follows:
y⎞
⎛
C x H y + ⎜ x + ⎟ O 2 → aCO 2 + bCO + cH 2O + dH 2 + eO 2
4⎠
⎝

(118)

1
CO 2 → CO + O 2 − 283.12 ( kJ/kgmol )
2

(119)

1
H 2 O → H 2 + O 2 − 241.94 ( kJ/kgmol )
2

(120)

Using the conservation of elements and law of mass action, chemical composition can be calculated
which depends on the pressure, the enthalpy and the fuel mixture fraction. Alternatively, the chemical
equilibrium calculation can be used. This procedure is very useful because arbitrary number of
chemical species can be treated and specific chemical reaction equations are not needed. The
composition after the chemical reaction depends on the pressure, the enthalpy and the fuel mixture
fraction for constant pressure process, or the density, the internal energy and the fuel mixture fraction
for constant volume process.
4.3. Numerical Methodology

For easy explanation, we consider the one dimensional Euler equations in vector form:

where:

∂Q ∂ E
=0
+
∂x
∂t

(121)

⎡ ρu ⎤
⎡ρ⎤
⎢ ρu 2 + p ⎥
⎢ ρu ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢
, E=⎢
Q=
⎢(e + p )u ⎥
⎢e ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ρξu ⎦
⎣ ρξ ⎦

(122)
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4.3.1. Time Integration
We treat the governing equation as an ordinary differential equation:

()

∂Q
= RHS Q
∂t

(123)

A second-order Runge-Kutta method for the time integration is:
n
n
1
= Q + ΔtRHS ⎛⎜ Q ⎞⎟
⎝ ⎠
2
n +1
n
(1)
Q = Q + ΔtRHS ⎛⎜ Q ⎞⎟
⎝
⎠

Q

(1)

(124)

where superscript n denotes the time step.
4.3.2. Numerical Flux Function
Calculating flux functions of governing equations, higher-order difference schemes based on Taylor
expansions would not work when discontinuous surface appears in the flowfield, for instance shock
waves. For such flowfields, many approximated Riemann solvers have been widely used to calculate
numerical flux functions at the cell interface E i +1 / 2 , where subscript i denotes the cell center and
midpoint i + 1 / 2 the cell interface. The Roe’s flux difference scheme is given by:
Roe

E i +1 / 2 =

[(

) (

)

(

1
E Q Ri +1 / 2 + E Q Li +1 / 2 − | A | Q Ri +1 / 2 − Q Li +1 / 2
2

)]

(125)

where A denotes ∂ E / ∂Q , and the flux vector splitting schemes are given by:
−

FV

(

)

+

(

E i +1 / 2 = E Q Ri +1 / 2 + E Q Li +1 / 2

)

(126)

±

where E may be obtained by Steger and Warming’s or Van Leer’s splitting or the other flux vector
splitting methods. The advection upstream splitting method (AUSM), originally developed by Liou
and Steffen [90], and its variant AUSM-family schemes can also be used:
AUSM

E i +1 / 2 =

m− | m |
m+ | m |
ΦR +
ΦL + ~
pN
2
2

⎡1⎤
⎡0⎤
⎢u ⎥
⎢n ⎥
⎢
⎥
Φ=
, N = ⎢ x⎥
⎢H ⎥
⎢0⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ξ ⎦
⎣0⎦

(127)

(128)

where H = (e + p ) / ρ denotes the total enthalpy per unit mass, nx is Cartesian components of a
normal vector from the left to the right and m represents mass flux, respectively. For one dimensional
T
case, nx = 1 , while, for three dimensional case, N = 0, n x , n y , n z ,0,0 and that components satisfy
n 2 + n 2 + n 2 = 1 . In Equation (127), ~
p denotes the corrected pressure term.

[

x

y

]

z

In a low Mach number regime, it is well known that almost all of approximated Riemann solvers
which are the schemes employed to evaluate numerical flux at cell interface have large numerical
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viscosity. Recently, some low dissipation AUSM-family schemes, AUSM+-up [91] and simple
low-dissipation AUSM (SLAU) [92] have been developed, which have smaller numerical viscosity not
only for high speed region but also for low speed region. In SLAU scheme, corrected pressure ~
p and
mass flux m are written as follows:
p + pR β L + β R
~
( pL − pR ) + (1 − χ )(β L + β R − 1) pL + pR
p= L
+
2
2
2
m=

1⎧
χ ⎫
⎨ ρ L (VnL + | Vn | L ) + ρ R (VnR − | Vn | R ) − Δp ⎬
c
2⎩
⎭

(129)
(130)

where:
u L / R nx
⎧
VnL / R = ⎨
⎩u L / R nx + vL / R n y + wL / R nz
M L/R =

Vn =

for 1D case
for 3D case

VnL / R
p + pR
γ +γR
,c = γ L
,γ = L
ρL + ρR
2
c

(132)

ρ L | VnL | + ρ R | VnR |
ρL + ρR

(133)

| Vn |L / R = (1 − g ) | Vn | + g | VnL / R |

(134)

g = − max[min (M L ,0 ),−1] min[max(M R ,0 ),1]

(135)

Δρ = ρ R − ρ L , Δp = p R − p L

(136)

βL/ R

⎧1
2
⎪ 4 (2 ∓ M L / R )(M L / R ± 1)
=⎨
1
⎪
(1 + sign(± M L / R ))
⎩ 2

if | M L / R |< 1

)

(137)

otherwise

⎧
⎛
1 u L2 + u R2 ⎞⎟
⎪
min⎜1.0,
⎜
2 ⎟⎠
c
⎪
⎝
ˆ
ˆ
χ = 1− M , M = ⎨
⎛
1 u L2 + v L2 + wL2 + u R2 + vR2 + wR2
⎪
⎜
⎪min⎜1.0, c
2
⎝
⎩

(

(131)

for 1D case
⎞
⎟ for 3D case
⎟
⎠

(138)

4.3.3. High Order Interpolation Method
For all of approximated Riemann solvers, the spatial accuracy is only first-order when Q Li +1 / 2 = Q i
and Q Ri +1 / 2 = Q i +1 . In order to guarantee higher-order spatial accuracy, monotone upstream scheme for
conservation law (MUSCL) [79] is used frequently. MUSCL is obtained as follows:
q Li +1/ 2 = qi +

1
{(1 + k )Δqi + (1 − k )Δqi−1}
4

q Ri +1/ 2 = qi +1 −

1
{(1 + k )Δqi + (1 − k )Δqi+1}
4

(139)
(140)
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where q denotes primitive variables and Δqi = qi +1 − qi . The parameter k decides the spatial accuracy
of the scheme shown in Table 13.
Table 13. Spatial accuracy of MUSCL interpolation for several values of parameter k .
k

Scheme
second-order upwind
second-order
third-order upwind
QUICK (second-order upwind)
second-order central

−1
0
1/3
1/2
1

In order to give TVD property, the flux limiter φ (ri ) is introduced as follows:
q Li +1/ 2 = qi +

φ (ri )

q Ri +1/ 2 = qi +1 −

4

{(1 + k )Δqi + (1 − k )Δqi−1}

φ (ri +1 )
4

{(1 + k )Δqi + (1 − k )Δqi+1}

(141)
(142)

where:
ri =

Δqi −1
Δqi

(143)

Three famous examples of flux limiter will be shown below.
Minmod limiter [93]:

φ (r ) = max[0, min (1, r )]

(144)

φ (r ) = max[0, min (1, β r ), min (r , β )], (1 ≤ β ≤ 2)

(145)

Superbee limiter [93]:

Van Leer limiter [94]:

φ (r ) =

r+ | r |
1+ | r |

(146)

Alternatively, the slope limiter function S i which is given by Anderson et al. [95] can be used:
q Li +1/ 2 = qi +

Si
{(1 + kSi )Δqi + (1 − kSi )Δqi−1}
4

q Ri +1/ 2 = qi +1 −
Si =

S i +1
{(1 + kSi+1 )Δqi + (1 − kSi+1 )Δqi+1}
4

2Δqi Δqi −1 + ε
(Δqi )2 + (Δqi−1 )2 + ε

where ε = 10 −6 is introduced to avoid the denominator becoming zero.

(147)
(148)
(149)
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4.4. Non-Premixed Flame in Three-Dimensional Flowfield
4.4.1. Brief Description for Computation
In this section, we compute the methane and air combustion in a three-dimensional flowfield. The
one step global reaction (80) is assumed. The governing equations are discretized by the cell centered
finite volume method. In order to calculate the numerical flux functions, SLAU is used. In order to
guarantee the third order spatial accuracy with TVD, MUSCL interpolation is introduced to reconstruct
a distribution of variables from cell centered values. The viscous flux is calculated by second order
central difference scheme and two-stage Runge-Kutta method is used to evaluate the time integration.
A CFL number of 0.5 is assumed. Newton-Raphson method is used to obtain temperature value from
total energy. In this calculation, the turbulent boundary layer is predicted by not using any explicit
turbulent models. It is expected that the numerical viscosity of higher order numerical scheme plays a
role of turbulent viscosity in the subgrid scale. For present simulation of combustion, the influence of
scalar dissipation rate is ignored while this assumption is not appropriate modeling for computation of
turbulent diffusion flame. This indicates that the extinction of flame cannot be considered in the
present calculation. For the combustion model, flame sheet model is used. The parallel computation
using Open MP is carried out using 16 vector processors on the JAXA Supercomputer System (JSS)
installed at Aerospace Research and Development Directorate (ARD), Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA).
The initial flowfield is given by assuming two-dimensional solution at each spanwise location.
The temperature contours of initial two-dimensional solution are shown in Figure 14. For
three-dimensional calculation, the total computational domain is x ∈ [− 0.02,5.0] , y ∈ [0,0.3] and
z ∈ [− 0.135,0.135] . The main region is the domain x ∈ [− 0.02,1.0] and y ∈ [0,0.5] which is inner part
of red rectangle shown in Figure 14, and outer part of that is buffer region.
Figure 14. Initial temperature contours in the cross section at z = 0 m.

A non-slip adiabatic wall boundary condition is enforced along the wall surface for x < 0 , and fuel
injection with constant mass flow rate is considered for x ≥ 0 . It is assumed that the injection velocity
takes the value 0.4 m/s when static temperature and static pressure are 300 K and 1.0 atm, respectively.
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As the inflow, free stream of air is assumed and that velocity is 10.0 m/s. The static pressure and the
static temperature at the infinite distance are assumed as p∞ = 1.0 atm and T∞ = 300 K, respectively.
The Riemann boundary condition is employed along the inflow and upper boundary. Along the outlet
boundary, a zeroth extrapolation is used to give the dependent variables. At both side walls of the
computational domain, periodic boundary conditions are enforced. The total number of grid points in
the computational domain is 253 × 182 × 151 in the streamwise direction, normal direction to the wall
surface and spanwise direction, respectively.
4.4.2. Results and Discussions
Figure 15 shows the typical contours of instantaneous temperature in the cross section at z = 0 m. It
can be found that the two-dimensional vortices are induced in the shear layer because of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, and this indicates that the mixing of fuel and oxidizer ant the shear layer
is promoted.
Figure 15. Typical instantaneous temperature contours in the cross section at z = 0 m.

The comparison of iso-surface of mixture fractions are shown in Figure 16a,b, which are the
flowfield at t = 0 s and at t = 0.536 s, respectively.
Figure 16. Iso-surfaces of mixture fractions. (a) t = 0 s; (b) t = 0.536 s.

(a)

(b)
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The green iso-surface denotes ξ = ξ st ≅ 0.06 indicating flame location, and the yellow one denotes
ξ = 0.75 which is one of iso-surface in the fuel stream. In Figure 16b, the three-dimensionality of
iso-surfaces appears obviously by comparing those in Figure 16a, however, this cannot indicate that
the turbulent flow has developed because the computation time is insufficient.
Figure 17a–c show the temperature contours, contours of mass fraction of products YCO2 + H2O and
the projected velocity vectors, respectively, on the cross section at x = 0.9 m where the mixing is
promoted. These figures are obtained at the same instance with Figure 16b. In these figures, one can
find that the high temperature region corresponds to the region where the large amount of products
exists. This high temperature gas of combustion products is convected toward fuel stream side due to
the vortices induced by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the shear layer. Again, the turbulent flow
has not yet developed in this instance while it can be found that the longitudinal vortices appear in the
fuel stream.
Figure 18 shows the mole number in the main computational domain normalized by the initial state
values. In Figure 18, fuel denotes CH4, oxidizer O2 + N2 and products CO2 + H2O, respectively. In this
figure, one can find that the fuel is consumed and the products increase about twice as much as initial
value as time advances. This is because a large number of products near the diffusion flame are
convected and chemical reaction is promoted.
In order to examine the influence of grid resolution, the results are compared with those obtained by
computation using coarser grid. The total grid number of coarser grid is 201 × 151 × 101 in the
streamwise direction, normal direction to the wall surface and spanwise direction, respectively. The
parallel computation using Open MP is carried out using 8 vector processors. The comparison of
computation costs between finer grid and coarser grid is summarized in Table 14.
Figure 17. Temperature contours, contours of mass fraction of products (YCO2 + H2O) and

projected velocity vectors on the cross section at x = 0.9 m. (a) Temperature; (b) Mass
fraction of products; (c) Projected velocity field.

(a)

(b)
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( c)
Figure 18. Comparison of mole number normalized by initial values.

Figures 19 and 20 show the contours of instantaneous temperature in the cross section at z = 0 m
and the iso-surfaces of mixture fraction at t = 0.536 s, respectively, which are obtained by using
coarser grid. In these figures, the two-dimensional vortices induced by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
can be seen near the leading edge of fuel injection wall and three-dimensionality appears downstream
side in the flowfield. These features are qualitatively the same as those obtained by finer grid shown in
Figure 15 and 16b. Figure 21 shows the comparison of mole number normalized by initial values
obtained in coarse grid computation. The mole number of products becomes about twice and that of
fuel decreases down to 60% of initial values, respectively. The mole number of oxidizer does not
change so much. The features are consistent with those obtained by finer grid in Figure 18.
Table 14. Comparison of computation costs.
Resolution
Fine
Coarse

Grid Points
253 × 182 × 151
201 × 151 × 101

CPU Numbers
16
8

Total CPU Times per 104 Time Steps
10.64 h
5.34 h
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Figure 19. The instantaneous temperature contours in the cross section at z = 0 m,
t = 0.536 s obtained by using coarser grid.

Figure 20. The iso-surfaces of the mixture fraction obtained by using coarser grid.

Figure 21. Comparison of mole number normalized by initial values obtained by using
coarser grid.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of the paper has been review of fundamental problems related to further
polymer fuel application in Hybrid Rocket Engines. Fundamental flammability characteristics of
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polymeric fuels have been discussed. Success of polymer fuel applications to Hybrid Propulsion
depends on further improvement of their combustion characteristics. In the context of hybrid
propulsion, this effectively means enhancement of regression (and therefore burning) rates. This
problem is not an easy one since estimations suggest that regression rate needs be increased
dramatically (possibly by an order of magnitude). Chemical fuel modification is one promising route
to overcoming the problem. Some suggestions for potential modifications of basic polymer fuels have
been presented.
There is no doubt that chemical modification of polymers requires substantial development of
experimental techniques. For that reason, a number of existing and potential techniques have been
discussed. A large part of the paper is devoted to mathematical modelling of combustion process in
Hybrid Rocket Engines. Critical models that require further development and implementation have
been discussed. Among them are combustion (essentially based on flamelet approach), radiation, solid
fuel regression and injector flow models. The problem of accurate modelling of thermal degradation of
polymeric fuel and its subsequent combustion has been identified. This is potentially the most
significant obstacle on the way towards accurate CFD modelling of Hybrid combustion, since
turbulent flow and combustion models are relatively well developed at the moment. Supplying input
kinetic data to combustion models, on the other hand, represent a significant challenge. Such input
requires detailed knowledge of pyrolysis gas composition, and subsequently, detailed information on
combustion kinetics of major products. For typical polymeric fuels, estimation of major thermal
decomposition products and their combustion kinetics has been done based on available data. In
reality, much more accurate data would be needed. In this direction, a set-up for evolved gas analysis
has been proposed. This technique, although complicated, has a capability of delivering required
information on pyrolysis gas composition.
The last section of the paper presents results of preliminary 3-D CFD calculations, based on
Implicit Large Eddy simulations. At the moment, one step global reaction with prescribed fuel
injection rate is used. Combustion is modelled via a fast chemistry approach. Calculations demonstrate
that implicit LES is able to provide very detailed information on flow field and combustion in a
boundary layer. Basic algorithms have been described, and it has been demonstrated that they properly
predict essential features of the phenomenon. The technique, based on solution of fully compressible
flow model is quite expensive, however, future increase in computational power warrants its
practical application.
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